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Last year's commencement ceremony

Commencement To Award 3,000 Degrees
either UNM or New Mexico State
Four additional people will be larship.
The University of New Mexico
Kimball is president and chief ex- University who heads a Fortune 500
will begin .its 1984 commencement recognized for outstanding service
exercises at 4 p.m. May 13 in Uni- to the University. Regents Merito- ecutive officer of the General Signal corporation.
Willey, before joining the Harrious Service Medals will be Corporation, ranked by Fortune
versity Ar.ena.
Approximately 3,000 graduate awarded to Dr. Rupert A. Trujillo, Magazine as the 212th largest cor- vard faculty in 1950, worked as an
and undergraduate degrees will be dean of the UNM Division of Con- poration in the country. The 1950 archaeologist in both Georgia and
awarded to students who have tinuing Education and Community UNM graduate, who was elected to Louisiana from 1936-39. He then
accumulated the necessary hours at:. Service, and to Jean Stebner, office Phi Kappa Phi, was also elected became an instructor at Columbia
ter last spring. though only about manager for the UNM department of president of the student body and to University but left that position after
600-700 graduates arc expected to health. physical education and re- Khatali, the senior men's honorary. one year to work as an anthropologHe was voted the most outstanding ist for the Bureau of American
receive their degrees in person, said creation for 10 years.
Regents Recognition Medals will graduating senior among his Sigma Ethnology at the Smithsonian InAnne Brown, university secretary.
David Tenney Kimball, a UNM be presented to Bob Dobetl Sr.. Chi Fraternity brothers in both the stitution from 1943-50. He was the
Bowditch professor of archaeology
' " graduat,:. ar~d. a. Fortune 500 ceFpO- associate ctlr'4!ctor of atrdetic faciJi- United States and Canada.
•
rate executive, and Dr. Gordon Ran- ties and ~e management at UNM
In the engineering field. he began at Harvard from 1950 to 1~83, and
dolph Willey, a nationally recog- 'for 22 years, and to Dr. Ralph R. as a supervisory engineer for North the senior professor in anthropology
nized anthropologist and Harvard Lopez of Santa Fe, a former UNM American Aviation and then served and Bowditch professor emeritus
University professor. will receive regent who was instrumental in as president of Tasker Industries in from 1983 to the present.
Doctor of Humane Letters degrees at establishing the New Mexico plan Los Angeles. He later became presi·
A visiting lecturer and consultant
for dental education and scho· dent of Leeds and Northrup, a com- to such institutions as the University
the ceremony.
of Georgia, the University of Cali-.
pany acquired by General Signal.
Kimbell is the only alumnus of fornia at Berkeley and Cambridge

University, Willey holds honorary
degrees from Harvard University,
Cambridge University and the University of Arizona.
Among his other honors arc the
Gold Medal for Distinguished
Archaeological Achievement,
Archaeological In!>titutc of America, 1973; Huxley Medal. Royal
Anthropological ln!>titutc, 1979;
Distinguished Servtcc Award. Soci·
ety for American Ar~haeoh,gy,
1980; Walker Prize, Boston
Museum of Science. 1981 ~ Ptu Beta
Kappa (honorary) 1Y~J
Meritorious Medal winner Trujillo earned hi~ undergraduate degree
from Highlands University and hi~
master's and doct\)rcltc from UNM
in educational administration. He
was named dean of Continuing
continued on page 3

UNM Ceremonies Honor Class of '84
The following is a schedule of Graduation Week
ceremonies to be held'at University of New Mexico
campuses.
Wednesday, May 9

Gallup Branch Nursing Pinning Ceremony at 7 p.m.
in the Physical Education Complex.
Thursday, May tO

Gallup Branch Convocation and Reception for
associate degree candidates and their guests. The
speaker will be Ted Martinez, executive secretary of
the state Board of Educational Finance. Scheduled for
7 p.m. in the Physical Education Complex.
Friday, May 11

College of Nursing Recognit.ion Ceremony for BSN
and MSN candidates and recognition of Level 1 stu·
dents. Assistant Professor Dianna Shomaker will be
the speaker at 8 p.m. in Woodward HaU, Room 101.
Saturday, May 12

, College of Fine Arts R¢cognitiun Ceremony honor~
ing g_raduation stude~ts and tlreir families and friends
at 10' a.m. in Rddey Theater. Reception following in
the Keller Hall Green Room.
Convocation for the Robert 0. Anderson School of
Management degree candidates and guests, with re~
ception immediately following. Events starts at I :30
p.m. in Popejoy Hall. Speaker will be Dr. Morgan
Sparks, dean of ASM.

D•vid Wllll•m110n fMMS his .fired body for • brief rest •Iter
completing 71M hmez MS·16D," • two-day 'bicycle tour to
,,,,. mon•v to help fight multiple sclerosis. Eighty-four cyc11* fMrtlt:ifMted In the ride that Included an overnight amp
1

~~m.rSpr~g&

Convocation and reception for College of Engineering degree candidates and their guests, beginning at
1:30 p.m. in Woodward Hall. Speaking will be Dr.
Donald Kerr, director, Los Alamos National Labora•
tory.

UNM-Los Alamos branch will hold convocation for
associate degree and candidates beginning at 2 p.m. in
the Los Alamos Civic Auditorium, 1300 Diamond
Drive. Theodore Lockwood, president of United
World College, will bespeak. A reception will follow
in the UNM-Los Alamos Student Center1 1333 40th
St.
Dental programs pinning and recognition ceremony
will be held at New Mexico Union Ballroom at 2:30
p.tn. Reception immediatley following for gradu~tes,
· families and guests at Novitski Hall.
Open bouse given by UNM President John Perovich
and his wife in honor of the degree candidlltes and their
families at the president's borne, 1901 Roma N.E .• at
3p.m.
Convocation honoring 6raduating students of
School of Medicine, College of Nursing, College of
Pharmacy. Dental Programs and Allied Health Programs and their guests at 7:30p.m. at Popejoy Hall. Dr.
Donald Custis, the chief medical director of the Veter~
ans Administration. wiiLspeak on "Health and the
Aging Population.••
A commissioning and graduation ceremony followed by a reception for NROTC Midshipmen, BCP
and MECEP officer candidates will be held at 7:30
p.m. at the Sheraton Old Tewn Inn, 800 Rio Grande
Blvd., N.W. Robert LaliCkdr,· director of the UNM
Developmeht Office. will speak.
The School ofNfedicine will hold a reception honor·
ing graduating medical studel'l1s and tlteir guests at the
New Mexico Union Ballroom .1t 9 p.m.
The College of Pharmacy will hold a reception
honoring graduates and their guests at 9 p.m. in the
New Mexico Union, Room 128 ..,
Sunday, May 13
The School of Law will hold a convocation and
reception at I p.m. in Bratton Hall. The speaker will be
Judge Pamela Mittzner.
The 92nd Annual Commencement Ceremony will
be held at 4 p.m. in UNM ~rena.

~--------------------------------------------------------~
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TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES,
N. M. ·~· Scorchers today found the
body of the last of eight members of
two inter.relatcd Los Lunas families
who drowned ilt Elephant Butte Reservoir March 18th.
A state park officer patrolling
with two other searchers found the
body of Stacy Smith, 22, in the north
end of the luke about 7:20 n.m.
The eight victims - includiing
four children - drowned during a
storm whose high winds chumcd the
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Mountain Outfitters
Wigwam Moraine Sock
three pairs per customer.
Perfectly suited to your hildng needs, these
socks are a blend of cotton and wool. Thin
enough to be comfortable with boots,
tough enough to withstand many hard
miles of hiking.

Offer good May 2nd to May 6th
Thl? Princess Jee;\tme Shopping Center
1406 Eubank N.F..
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112
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lake surface into whitccup waves,
capsizing their 14-foot bont. Five
bodies washed ashore the day of the
tragedy .
Officials said Smith's body was
spotted from a boat carrying pa~k
officer Paul On Ltl Torre; NavaJo
County, Ariz., Deputy Sheriff Roy
West· and an unidentified man.
West ~ns using specinl sonar equipment in an effort to find the body.
The body of Anthony George

1
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FAIRBANKS, Alaska - An
ebullient President Reagan tlew
home Tuesday from a six-day visit
to China, boasting his election-year
pilgrimage pushed Sino-American
relations to ··a new level of understanding'' despite lingering differences.
Reagan landed in Alaska m predawn darkness af1er an 8 12-hour
flight from Shanghai, completing a
visit marked by frank discussions
with Chinese leaders. and an :abortive
attempt to preach religion and free
enterprise to the 1 billion-plus
Chinese people.
The 23.000-mile exercise in di·
plomacy, laced with political overtones, remained in full swing even
after Reagan returned to ,•\mcrican
soil.
Nearing the end of his. two-week
journey, Reagan displayed little
concern over the censoring of his
speel!hes by Chinese television or
the 1mplic:it criticism leveled by
Chinese officials.
Quite to the contr..II)', the president was upbeat about his trip and
the outcome of more than eight
hours of talks with leaders of the
communist govenmtent in Peking
~ a regime he long regarded with
distrust.
"In these past tew days. I say we
reached a new plateau," Reagan
told reporters aboard the presidential
aircraft.
"We went bevond the nuts and
bolts tmovingl into a level of general
understanding about international
relauons there on the global level
- regional spots of possible trouble. and so forth - and found
ourselves in great agreement on
many of these," he said.
The most tangible signs of success dealt not with the myriad bilateral and global security issues
Reagan discussed with his Chinese
hosts. but with the more practical

m:.~tters

oftradc and ect>uomic cooperdtiiln between the world's most
advanced nation and its most populous one.
Before Reagan left Shanghai,
Premier Zhao Ziyang called from
Peking to offer thanks for a sincere
and frank exchange of views.
"I think vour visit has enhanced
understanding and improved relations between our two cotmtries,"
Zhao said. "So I would like to thank
you on the success of your visit."
The talks in Peking spotlighted
the differences that remain between
Washington and Peking as much as
the areas of agreement.
The Chinese, like Reagan, stood
firm on the issue of U.S. arms sales

Tex
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MLN'ERSVILLE, Pa.- Author·
ities held little hope Tuesday that six
young people would be found alive
inside an old mine shaft where a
vehicle plummeted, but prepared to
lower rescue workers to search for
thr.m.
The six, three men and three
women aged 17 to 25, were thought
to be trapped inside the abandoned
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INDIA KITCHEN
292-7790
Authentic
East Indian Cuisine
Dinner for 2

$9.95

Tanduri Chicken &
Beef Curry Dinner
Expires May 30, 1984

Now canying a complete line of
Indian groceries and spices

11048

at Juan

to T!tiwa11. When Chinese leaders
pressed him for sharp reductions in
those sales, Reagan merely restated
his position that the United States
will live up to its pledge of gradual
reductions.
The Chinese, careful to avoid
jeopardizing a recent warming in relations with. Moscow, also rejected
Reagan's overtures for a strategic
relationship to join in ''a
mighty enterprise" for good rooted in mutual opposition to
Soviet aggression.
But even on that issue, Reagan
said he and the Chinese ''reached an
understanding'' that allows room for
disagreement without jeopardizing
further progress in the relationship.

Vi~tims

mine where a fourwheel-dnve vehi·
cle believed to be theirs was wedged
53 feet below the surface of a muddy. rutted dirt road once used for
mining.
"They shouldn't have been on
:hat road. •• said state police Lt.
Donald Holloway. "I'm inclined to
think they're not alive."
The six have been missing since
Saturday night. The vehicle was
spotted early Monday inside the
caved-in shaft, located beneath a
steep and winding road on Sharp
Mountain. which is honeycombed
with abandoned mine shafts and
scarred with signs of long-ago min·
ing activity,
Authorities believe the vehicle is
the black Chevrolet Blazer in which
the six had been riding in the anthracite region of eastern Pennsylvania.
The site is about 40 miles northeast
of Harrisburg, the state capital.
Searchers thought the ho{e may
have opened up under the six as they
went through the area, where dtiving the unpaved mountain roads in
fourwheel-drive vehicles is a popu·
lar sport..
Rescue workers were linking 20foot-long sections of corrugated
steel pipe, four feet in diameter, and

Education in 1974.
Trujillo, who started his career in
education as a classroom teacher in
Rio Arriba in 1957, has left few
stones unturned in the area of education. His experiences include serving as a special education director,
Head Start director, field coordinator for the OEO Home Improvement
Program, assistant director pf the
Teacher Corps, assistant professpr,
of education, ;~ssociate profes~or pf
education foundations, assistant
dean :for student affairs, assO<:iate
professor of education foundations
and dean.
In the area of University and community service, Trujillo has served
on numerous task force committees
and boards. Some of his membership's include the Mayor's Advisory Task Force for the Elderly; Consortium for Continuing Education in
Scientific Laboratories; New Me~t
ico Hospitals' Association Education t;:ommittee; board president and
member of the New Mexico Federal
Savings and Loan Association;
member of the National Accreditation .Board of the American Nurses'
Association; and a member of the
National TaskForce for Community
Education.
The second Meritorious Service
Medal winner, Stebner, has been
with UNM for more than 20 years.
Dr. Leon Griffin, the chairman of
HPER, wrote in his nomination letter for Stebner, "Jean Stebner is one
of the most competent, loyal, professional and compassionate individuals l have known. I can truthfully state that had it not been for her
support and knowledge of University procedures, it is most likely that I
would not have survived my position as department chairman the first
two years.
"Jean is a dedicated, efficient and
hard-working person whose level
and degree of performance is seldom

I
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the Price'

SA.N' LUIS OBISPO, Calif. -Charles "Tex" Watson, the Manson Family's most murderous follower, insisted at this sixth parole
hearing Tuesday that God has forgiven him and he is "paying the
price" for the killings.
"What 1 did 15 years ago in taking these lives can never be justified,'' he told a three-member panel of the California Board of Prison
Tcmts. But he added, "as far as my faith in God and the forgiveness of
God. I find justification."
Watson. 38, was convicted of seven murders during. the bloody
August 1969 slayings at the homes of actress Sharon Tate and grocer
Lcno LaBianca. Originally set to die in San Quentin's gas chamber.
Watson's sentence was overturned in 1972 and commuted to life
imprisonment.
Watson. who became a born-again Christian while in prison and
now works as an assistant chaplain. said Manson's religious beliefs
were those ''of a maniac. a wild man."
··1 believe God sets laws men have to obey and when be breaks the
laws. he pays the price -and I'm paying that price.''
Steven Kay, a Los Angeles County deputy district attorney, told
reporters. "Watson wants to return to the society he tried to destroy,
and that society doesn't want him back."
He said "the facts of the crime are the main argument" why the
panel should not grant parole.

Officials Fear Trapped

I
I

continued from page 1

Martin, 18, was found April 20 and
the body of Michael L. Smith, 25,
surfuccd April 21. The Smiths were
brothers.
Found the dny of the accident
were the bodies of Lis!l Ann Smith,
21, newlywed wife of Stacy Smith;
Amanda Smith, 4, and John Jacob
Smith, 8, children of Michnel
Smith; Christopher Toliver, 5,
Hobbs, a cousin of the Smith children: and Keith Salvati Martin, 7,
stepson of Anthony George Martin.

Reagan Optimistic About Trip Results

Regular $6.50 a pair. Bring in this ad
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before joining the Navy, but his
second stint with UNM lasted a bit
longer. He returned to campus in
1962 as an equipment manager and
was named assistant business manager in 1964. Dobell was promoted to
associate director of athletics in
1974 and will retire from UNM in
July.
In one Jetter nominating Dobell
the author wrote, "What do you say
about a guy who does his job f;~ith
fully for 22 years - who does his
best, who helps people out whenever he can :and who· never us~:d his

position for personal gain. He was a
good example for nU the thousands
of young athletes who spent time in
this department."
The second Recognition Medal
winner is a native of Gallup who has
been practicing dentistry in New
Mexico for about 35 years. Lopez
was a member of the UNM Board of
Regents for six years, and has also
served as president of the Alumni
Association of the School of Dentistry, University of Missouri at Kansas City; chairman of the United
States - Border States Group and

chairman of eight conferences under
the administration of the governor of
New Mexico; member of the dental
and medical stnff of St. Vincent's
Hospital, Santa Fe, and former
member of its advisory Board of
Trustees; legislative chainnan of the
New Mexico Dental Association for
35 years; and former director of the
Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce.
Lopez served as chainnan of the
Board of Trustees of the UNM
Medical Center from 1977 to February 1984.

Divided Commitment' Stalls Graduation for Many

By Krlstle Jones
It's the end of the semester, and
along with the tenn papers and exams, some are looking forward to
graduation. <
But at UNM, there is little sense
of a graduating class since so few
graduate in eight semesters. Richard
Cady, director of Institutional Research, estimated that only 20 percent of the entering group of 1980
would graduate this spring.
''The average credit hour enrollment per student is about 12\lz
hours, .. Cady said. "If the student
accumulates 128 hours with no
'wasted' hours, it will take five
years, or 10 semesters, to
graduate."
Cady defined "wasted" credit
hours as those taken in a group .requirement which are not needed,
hours taken in one major prior to a
change in discipline, and failed or
repeated courses.
Many students also ''stop out" or
take a semster or two break, he said.
In Ibis case, graduation will takeS Vz
to six years. At the last count, Cady

said, there were 1,202 "stop-out ting the frrst job out of school is
students."
usually tough, but not impossible,
Another problem is money. Cady though h is true that arts and sciences
said that about 70 percent of the students have a harder time being
undergraduates work off campus, placed," he said.
mostly because of the higher wages Cady said few students go to the
offered. "The average working Career Planning Service until their
week is more than 20 hours, which final year or semester, "which is a
means a divided commitment," big mistake.
Cady said.
"So many students take so long,
He also said students' cost of liv- what with the divided commiting is higher than it used to be be- ment," Cady said .. "They say that
cause of the desire for "cars and lift their parents don't have any money,
tickets and apartments."
that they don't qualify for academic
Cady said the job market is not as scholarships and they're not
grim as most students think. "Get- athletes. Since the standard of living

is higher than it used to be, they're
taking longer than they used to.
"It's not true that it's better to be
in school for five to eight years,"
Cady said.
But there are other factors: children, spouses and full-time jobs can
slow students down on the road to
graduation. Cady said the "urban
environment of Albuquerque can be
a factor as well, both in retention (of
students at UNM) and jobs." He
said that the "lure of the city'' is a
problem if students are trying to
graduate in four years, but that he
thought it could be "overcome."
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Dead

placing the pipe into the shaft to
reach the vehicle.
Walter Vicinelly. commissioner
of the Office of Deep Mine Safety in
the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources, said rescuers would be lowel'l".d t!trough the
pipe into a steel cage at one end to
search for the six..
The pipe and cage were to Rrotect
rescuers in the event of a further
cave-in.
Searchers planned to. work
through the night. if necessary.
Vicinelly said.
Vicinelly said a microphone lo·
wered into the hole found only silence.
"We didn't hear nothing," he
said. "I even hit on the ~op of the
vehicle, but again we got nothing "
Three cranes were brought in to
hold the pipe and cage. Vicinelley
said a cable would first be hooked to
the vehicle to prevent it from slip·
ping further.
The missing were te.ntatively
identified as Sherry Bluis, 22, and
Thomas Frew, 22, owner of the
Blazer, of Minersville; Shc:rry's
brother Mark Bluis, 21, and his wife
Connie, 25; Steve Mezza, 21. and
his wife Patrice. 17, all of
Llewellyn.

exceeded by anyone in the department."
A second letter nominating Stebner for the award, which was signed
by six department secretaries, said,
"Over the years she has performed
so many 'above and beyond' duties
for the department that we are extremely grateful for her splendid example and guidance. "
Dobell, a winner of the Regents
Recognition Medal, was graduated
from UN~ in 1939 after lettering in
both football and baseball. He work·
ed for the University for one year
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Forum

Forum
---Editorial--Diploma Value Examined

BLOOM COUNTY

-------,

Berke Breathed

Evaluations Rescue Grads from Never-Never Land

116UM."

I

This yeur, the University of New Mexico will graduate 3,000 people.
Graduation culminates four or more years of blood, sweat, tears and anxiety
for each of these people. Considering the agony one is required to go through
to get a degree, why do it? What is the significance of graduation?

---------Commentary---------

Just like teachers, departments are periodically evaluated. Every three to five years,
each department must have an
outside evaluator look at its
program, interview professors
and students and draw up a report on what it found. Although
the end result varies, the final re·
port typically might be a 10-page
summary with some details on
luators, its main value may well

Is the worth of a diploma measured by its ability to produce a financially
secure position for the bearer? According to the different levels of funding for
individual disciplines, it appears that degrees such as those in the medical or
engineering fields are more highly prized by society. One example of this is
the building ofa new engineering library while other departments are fofced
to cut back on the number of courses they can offer. This line of reasoning
focuses on the end result of a diploma rather than the value of the teaMing
process itself,

lie in giving direct feedback to
departments and in the informa·
tion made available to prospec·
tive graduate students consider·
ing the program.
When an outside evaluation is
to be done, the results for each
year si.nce the last departmental
evaluation will be analyzed, and
the results will be sent to the out·
side evaluators before they ar·
rive on campus, giving them am-

Fields of study in the humanities continue to receive decreased funding
because of the dwindling "marketability" of such degrees. The message
seems to be that these degrees are not considered important. Society seems to
hnve forgotten the worth of learning for its own sake.
This year, many will receive degrees which will not guarantee them a job.
This does not diminish the value of their diplomas. The real accomplishment
is in the discovery of new ideas, which neither begins nor ends ala university.
The process of gaining knowledge is what the celebration of graduation is all
about.

More Planning Needed
•
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I was most heartened to read Chester C. Travelstead's
robust defense of the College of Education in Thursday's
Daily Lobo. Certainly Professor Berthold should recognize
and applaud the fact that the College of Education is "at least
trying to define and carry out its mission." As Travelstead
says: "How commendable it would be if more colleges and
departments at UNM were engaged in identifying and work·
ing towards their own goals." I propose thatthe departments
of History, English, Modern and Classical Languages, Phi·
losophy, Mathematics and Anthropology, to name a few,
quit kidding themselves that theirjobs are to teach history,
English, modern and classical languages, philosophy,
mathematics and anthropology, and get busy forming longRange Planning Committees to produce long-Range Plan·
ning Committee Reports on what their goals and missions
are. This would not only inevitably improve their performances, as departments, but give the members of the commit·
tees something impressive to put on their vitae.
It is also poor form of Professor Berthold to think that
"successful teaching and learning" (as Travelstead says)
"are automatically achieved if the teacher just knows the
subject matter at hand." All faculty members (exceptthoseJn
the CoJJege of Education) should stop teaching immediately,
and begin taking courses in How To Teach~ for none of
!hem has ever had. su~h training. This would not only surely
tmprove the teachmg m many departments, but would give
those faculty members taking the How To Teach courses
something impressive to put on their vitae.
The advantage that the faculty members of the College of
Education have over all the rest of the faculty is clear. As
Travelstead points out: "Certainly a broad knowledge of the
subject being taught is a necessary component of effective
teaching and learning (sic) at any level •.• "Well, the College
.of Education doesn't have a subject to have broad knowledge in, but they could be asked to be advisers to all those
long·Range Planning Committees and to teach the How To
Teach courses to the rest of the faculty, and that way they,
too, would have something impressive to put on their vitae.
Good thinking, C.C. Travelstead I
. W
0 emse arren

------Humor------

This is why you never see realYour clothes are a very impor·
tant part of your image. If you ly successful mates- secretardon't believe me, just go to a job ies of commerce, Teamsters Uninterview naked. Oh, you might ion presidents- wearing strap·
get hired, but you'll never get less gowns.
If Albert Einstein had been
promoted to headquarters. Your
boss will say, "Norm, you're a wearing a tank top when he
Editor:
good worker, but frankly, I can't announced that E equals MC
promote you to headquarters on squared, the other scientists
lee Bartlett and I would like to express our appreciation to the account of headquarters is in would have said, "Sure it does,
various organizations which have helped make the UNM Poets & Minnesota and this is February AI." Then they would have patWriters Series such a success this past academic year. Both ASUNM and you're naked."
ted him on his frizzy head and
and GSA have generously funded the Series, allowing us to bring to
sent him out for coffee, and mancom pus renders of the quality UNM -and Albuquerque- deserve.
So you need clothes. But you _ kind would never have learned
William Everson, Oiane Wall:oski and John Nichols all drew SAO cannot wear just any clothes, be· the wondrous secrets of the
crowds. Michael Ondaarje's visit, cosponsored by the Canadian Con· cause fashions change. For ex· atom, secrets that will some day
sufate, allowed students to not only hear his poetry, but also hear his ample, as recently as 3.2 million make it possible for even the
advice on the UNM Theater Department's production of his play The years ago, all your really suc- poorest and most backward of
Collected Works of Billy the Kid. In addition to giving readings, nearly cessful business executives the world's wretched little dirt·
all the writers were able to speak with creative writing students about wore reeking, lice-infested anim· ball nations to vaporize Houston.
various aspects of their craft. For example, William Everson re· at hides. If some prehistoric exminisced on the development of his poetics; Clayton Eshleman dis· ecutive had shown up for work
cussed the difficulties of translotion; Clark Coolidge distinguished his wearing a tasteful pinstriped
work from that of the language poets - all unique opportunities for suit, the other executives would
novice poets and fiction writers. Also, our funding allowed us to bring have chuckled smugly, knowing
James laughlin, founding editor and president of New direction, on that this bozo would never make
of the seminal literary publishing houses in America.
the big move up the corporate
ladder from Rock Hitter to Grub
But our success would have been severely limited without the Digger.
excellent coverage of Series events by the Lobo. Virtually all our
budget was committed to securing nationally recognized poets and
Today, of course, very few
writers; we relied on the Lobo Arts section to help us inform the successful businessmen outside
community of our offerings. Articles by Johanna King, arts editor, of the advertising industry wear
laura Archer and Paul Hadella, graduate student in English, consis· reeking, lice-infested hides,
tently kept the public informed of upcoming readings and helped us which just goes to show that if
prove that an interest in contemporary literature is not restricted to you want to get ahead, you have
RULE NUMBER 2: Men who
the English department.
to know the rules of proper. hold responsible business posi·
dress:
tions that involve going to mHt·
Robin Tawney
RULE NUMBER 1: Women are ings and signing things must
allowed to show their armpits, wur conservative suits in colors
President, UNM Poets & Writers Series but men ara not.
designateci as acceptable in

----=D--::..a=ily Lobo
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Editor:

--Letters-- Fashion Tips for Better Business Image

NEW M E X I C o - - - - - - - - - - - - -

pie time to digest the results and tive graduate students consider· · work in the department will be
orienttheiron-campus inquiries. ing the program.
able to see where and how
While the mainthrustofGSA's
already admitted graduates are
Because the evaluations will or are not satisfied.
efforts has been to provide a
GSA welcomes any comr.hannel for students who fall in be done every year, each depart·
the never-never land between ment will have an objective re· ments and, of course, cooperaevaluations to give their opin· cord to help evaluate changes or tion in filling out the forms to
ions and insight to outside eva- the need for change. And be- make the results as widely based
luators, its main value may well cause these evaluations will be as possible. If you don't make
lie in giving direct feedback to publically available through your views known, be assured
departments and in the inform a· GSA, and perhaps the depart· that no one can or will do it for
tion made available to prospec- ment itself, anyone considering you.

dress-for-success books written
by recognized clothing snobs.
As of this writing, the accept·
able colors are blue and gray.
Technically, you can also wear a
green suit, or a plaid suit, but
only if you want to be mistaken
for a worm rancher on his way to
a funeral.
RULE NUMBER 3: Women

who w•nt to be taken seriously
In business should dr"• like
miniature men, but they should
not Go Too Far.
The dress-for-success books
are very strict on this point. You
women are allowed to wear suit
jacket$, but you must not wear
suit pants, because the men
would worry about what would
happen if you suddenly had to
have a baby or something. You
may carry a briefcase, but it must
be a smallish briefcase, not large
enough to contain a masculine
object such as a wrench or a
catcher's mitt. You may even
wear a tie, but it must be a cute
little feminine tie, so the men will
know you're Just Kidding. The
basic strategy is that you want to
show the men you're serious
enough about business to wear
stupid clothing, but not so seriousthat you expect to be prom·
oted or paid well or anything.
This may seem unfair, but re·
member, men have their cross to
bear, too. They can't even show
their armpits.

strengths and weaknesses of the
program, problems in library
holdings, gaps in.course offerings or disparities between
apparent goals and actual offer..
ings.
But unlike teachers, depart·
ments do not have a standard,
general evaluation form that
their students may fill out. And
although some graduate stu·
dents may be interviewed during
an evaluation, most are left out
of the process, if only because a
student can easily start and fin·
.Jsh a master's degree between
evaluations.
No one has more to offer toor more to demand fromtheir departments than graduate
students, and it makes no sense
for graduate students not to
periodic;~lly evaluate their own
programs.
Starting next fall, the Graduate
Student Association in conjunc·
tion with the Graduate Studies
Office will provide an evaluation
form to all graduate students so
they can evaluate all aspects of
their departments: courses,
faculty, facilities, program organization and their fellow gradu·
ate students.

The Daily Lobo
wants your input
The Daily Lobo wants your
opinion. We welcome your in·
put and your observations. All
we ask is that letters be typed,
double-spaced and no more
than 300 words. letters must
bear a verifiable signature and
the author's telephone number.
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Residence Hall Students Are
Reminded To Complete And Submit
Their Residence Hall Room And Board
Renewal Materials By
4:00P.M.
May 11, t984

Submit Forms To:
Housing Collections & Reservations
2nd Floor La Posada
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WELL WOMEN CLINIC
Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,
VD Screening, Referrals.
CALL FOP. APPOINTMENT: 265-9511
107 Girard SE 87106.
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Earn $70.00
or more per month
as a Plasma Donor.

Plasm~

Yo'!r
is vitally needed for the production of many life
savmg vaccmes.
Help ~ave lives and supplement your income. Call266-5729 or
apply '" person at
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Criticism, Embarrassment of College an Obligation
Once again the College of ing the campus when he says I
Education can find no one from have not the right to make dewithin their own ranks to defend rogatory remarks about the Colthem. Either they have no de- lege of Education. Not only do I
fense or none of them can write have the right, but especially as
comprehensible prose. But the one deeply involved in real
choice of Chester Travelstead education I have the obligation
was excellent. As an ex- to deride and embarrass (is it
administrator, he is a natural fel· possible?) these fools who are
low traveler with the education· ruining education in my society.
ists, and his commentary is so
Obviously self-evaluation and
filled with foggy arguments, in· criticism can produce no results;
appropriate analogies and re- one might as well ask the inliance on empty rhetoric rather . mates in a mental institution to
than fact that one might suspect evaluate themselves. And is
he has had some training In the Travelstead suggesting I use the
College of Education.
University channels that have
Travelstead expresses this cu- been employed so effectively by
rious notion of freedom of the faculty in their dealings with
speech that seems to be sweep· the administration and regents?

Levi's

Wrangler

SHRINK TO FIT

JEANS
CORDS
PAINTER'S PANTS

501's
BOOT CUT

h

My quotes from the Lpng·
Range Planning report were
hardly out of context, and I invite
anyone to corpe to the history
office and read this marvelous
piece of claptrap in full. I simply
selected those parts that actually
seemed to say something; the
rest is pretty uniformly meaningless veroiage ofthe type found in
government reports.

"VIEW FROM

THE B01"10M"
by

Rick Berthold

Ah, listen to the administrator
and bureaucrat! Rather than
carping at education for producing such nonsense, I should be
concerned with the fact that history and English and the rest of
the University are not spending
time defining their mission and
goals. I suggest that the faculty

already wastes enough time on
such garbage.
The mission of the university
has been clear since the 12th
century, and any simpleton
might guess the goal of the history department is to teach history. But what do I know? I still
require my students to take
essay exams and have shown
only one movie in 11 years,
I am delighted to find that
Travelstead agrees that know·
ledge of the subject is necessary
to teaching. And I agree that the
greatest scholar is not necessari·
ly a good teacher. What I dis·
agree with is the position of the
educationists, who believe that
with enough methodology you
do not need to know any subject
at all. Beyond some basic information there is little to the
"science" of teaching; it is more
a function of personality. lravel·
stead seems unaware that virtually all university faculty r~
ceive no training as teachers and
yet we seem able not only to
teach our stuff, but also to remedy the deficiencies left by the
public school teachers, the "experts" trained by the Colleges of
Education.
I suspect Travelstead's pathetic defense of the College of

Education is a reflex action, a
hangover from his days as a top
administrator, but perhaps he
really doesn't know what is so
plain to the rest of us.
I suggest that he examine the
hard facts about the collapse of
public education and literacy in
our country. And take a close
look at our College of Educaton,
Chester. Look at the test scores
and GPAs of their students before and after entering the col·
lege. Sit in on one of their classes. Read a couple of their dissertations.
Yes, I am serious about this. It
is hard to miss the humor in the
College of Education, but the sorry truth is that these lovable characters are helping to doom millions of young people to lives of
desperate ignorance. This is not
the bizarre opinion of some
faculty screwball. In 11 years I
have not met a single faculty
member outside the College of
Education who believed that
those people were doing anything beneficial for society.
My criticisms are based on inescapable fact. If Travelstead
actually believes all he wrote in
his commentary, then he is living
in a dream world.

----Letters---Motives for China Trip Questionable
Editor:

lobo
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shop
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2120 CENTRAL SE

243·6954

There are more and more
Americans who are skeptical and
not at all impressed with
Reagan's "slow boat to China."
Hearing that this is Reagan's
"first trip to a communist country, "significant in itself consider·
ing the factthat he has been has-

WIN A DATE WITH A TOP SOAP OPERA STAR.
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tile toward communist countries," leads me to believe that
his trip is nothing but self·
serving.

It would appear essential that
the first step he should be taking
is to the Soviet Union and Cuba
to meet face to face with these
leaders, that is, if Reagan is truly
a man of integrity and morals.
It is very evident that he is not
that kind of human being. Think
oft he hypocritical remark that he
made in the beginning of his
presidency and did not follow
through with: "it is better to talk

to people than talk about them."
He simply does not give a damn
about the welfare of the people.

Excellence Recognized
In Outstanding Teachers
By Steve Shoup
Excellence in education is a
phrase often used over the last few
months but seldom defined. But that
phrase was defined, at least in part,
Tuesday by the presentation of the
second annual Student's Outstanding Teacher Awards.
Excellence was defined as Federico Carrillo's being a "mentor and
friend" to st11dents, Paul Jonas'
''bringing the best out in students,''
and Richard Pfaff's "endless
hours" of assistance to students,
Jonathan Porter as a "teacher of
teachers," Denise Schulz's ''indispensability" and Philip Roeder's
"sincere dedication" was also
cited ..
Carrillo, assistant professor of
secondary and adult teacher education; Jonas, professor of economics;
Pfaff, business supmiisor in student
publications; Porter, associate professor of history; Schulz, associate
professor of theater arts; and Roeder, assistant professc:>r of political
science, were all presented with tur·
quoise-studded plaques thanking
them for the "extra step" taken to
help students.
Portions of letters nominating
each candidate were r~ad at the ceremony in the Student Union Building
North Ballroom. Mosl cited the honorees' willingness to spend extra

time helping students learn - even
after hours and in their own homes.
Eighty-five individuals were
nominaied for the honors, and
although nominations were open to
any one in the University community, 95 percent came from ·students,
said Michael Gallegos, selection
committee chairman.
The selection committee, comprised of six undergraduate and
three graduate students, .narrowed
down the nominations by looking
for teachers who put in extra time
and effort on behalf of students, Gallegos said.
Committee members then secretly attended the finalists' classes, and
their students, colleagues and department heads were informally polled to help make the final decisions,
Gallegos said.
"We think we were accurate,"
Gallegos said. ''We think those who
were truly excellent were recognized."
Gallegos said the award was be·
gun last year during his term as
Associated Students of the University of New Mexico president. He said
he hopes the award will continue to
be made in future years.
"This is our small but significant
way to promote academic excellence on the campus," Gallegos
said.

UNM To Market Design Software
The University of New Mexico
department of electrical and computer engineering has signed a two·
year contract with Systolic Systems
Inc. of Campbell, Calif., to market
computer-aided design software and
video-tape short courses on control
and large-scale systems.
The software and video-tape short
coursesarebeingpreparedbyateam
from the Laboratory for Computer·
Aide9P!!Sign .ofSystel!l$ and Net~,
works fri'the UNM depa11meilt~ The'
team is headed by Dr. Mohammad
Jamshidi, UNM professor of elec·
trical and computer engineering.
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Good Luck
With Finals

Answers for Week #3 ~ Aprll23 1984
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Light Weight Travel Luggage
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Systolic will use the UNMproduced software to enhance the
capabilities of their microcomputers. The company manufacture~ a de.sk-t~p .paraJlel array pro- .
· cessor wh1ch attaches fo an ffiM per·
sonal computer that is compatible
with the UNM software, Jamshidi
said.

The Chinese consider Reagan
a man "who analyzes issues
emotionally, not intellectually."
I sincerely hope that Reagan
comes to his senses quickly. At
his point in time, I hope it is not
too late
President Reagan does not
have nor ever has had the "right
stuff" to be president or governor for that matter!

B) To otter him a lOb
C) To convince Tim lo dale Lauren

(Parhcipant must be 18

1- -

Some examples of the large-scale
systems include power networks,
space structures and telescopes,
national economics and evironmental systems and regional water resource systems.

A) To slop tim from dallng Lauren

Phone Number:

Scott CIHBWay

Jeanne Whitehouse, one of six teachers presented with the Student's .Faculty Award, re·
ceives·hers from ASUNM President Dan Serrano and selections committee chairman Michael
Gtlllegos.

3 Guiding Light
A) A lope recorder
B) A gun
C) l'apers concertung Alan Spaulding's
illegal affairs
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STOPWATCH
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ALL DAY
LONG
NOW THROUGH
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FINALS WEEK!

Central and Harvard
(Across &om UNM)

2421 San Pedro NE 884-5113
New Mexico's Complete Backing Shop
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offer good for all UNM Students
Faculty & Staff

WE SERVE HOMEMADE PASTRIES!
Cake Doughnuts . . • • • . • • 20t
Glazed Doughnuts • • • • . . 25e
Sweet Rolls, Bear Claws,
Maple Bars, Jelly-filled
Doughnuts • • • • • • . . • . • . • 35~t

2300 c,ntral, SE
Phone 268-4504

WITH PURCHASE
OR
JUST 5¢ A CUP!

...

Doughnut Hole!l • • • • • • • • • 5¢
Chocolate Chip, Sugar,
Oatmeal Cookies . • • • • • • 29¢
Small Brownies • • • • • . • • • 25t
Large Brownies • • • • • • • • . 35¢
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Advisers Give Tips for Abating Stress of Finals Time
By Kristie ,Jones

Some bodies have difficulty ad·
justing to ihe hectic pace in the last
two weeks, causing stress. There arc
many kinds of stress-related illr.esscs, from stomach ailments to
headaches and sleeplessness, and
the Student Health Center gets them
all.

Ellen Raimer, a physician 111 the
health center, said the most common
stress-related illnesses for students
are headaches, neck and shoulder
pains, bowel irritations and reduced
resistance to disease.

pains are usually caused by spending
too
many hours in one position,"
It's the busy time of year for all of
she
said. By staying in one pose,
us.
usually
bent over a textbook, the
Students arc studying for finals
muscles
in the neck can go into
and writing term papers, 1md faculty
spasm
or
put
pressure on the nerves,
nrc writing those last exams and
Raimer
said.
grading those tc•rm papers.
''Headaches and neck or shoulder
By breaking study periods into
20- or 30-minute sessions, Raimer
said tension headaches and muscle
spasms could be cheeked or elimin·
ated. After 20 or 30 minutes of
study, the student should take a 10to IS-minute break to relax.
Stretching exercises of the neck
and shoulder muscles can h!!lp, she
said, as can some other form of relaxing exercise, such as swimming
or running.
"There are also imagery techni·
ques," she said. "Just sit back and
imagine a cool lake, a stream,
mountains - anything that makes
you feel relaxed."
Many students are guilty of
"overdoing it" during closed and
finals weeks by not getting enough
sleep and eating poorly. Raimer said
studies have shown this can raise
susceptibility to disease, such as
colds or flu.
Raimer said few students ask for
unneeded medications at the health
center. "We have few requests for
stimulants or for Valium at any point
in the semester," she said. "I think
this reflects a growing concern and
awareness on the part of the students
that medications are not an appropriate way to handle stress."
By the same token, Raimer said
there is little "selt~abuse" by students to get out of such responsibiliScott Caraway
Another campus evangelist engages students in theological discussions Tuesday afternoon. ties as papers or exams. "It's unusual. There's an occasional student
who comes in and one wonders
whether the malady itself is being
used to get out of responsibilities,
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but it's very rare," she said,
''I always tell students to make up
the work immediately instead of taking an incomplete and furthering the
stress."
She said fatigue and insomnia arc
usually stress-related and can be a
sign of depression from having too
rnu~h going on. "If any student
finds himself incapacitated by stress
for longer than just finals, he should
seek help from a physician or from
the Mental Health Service.
"It's important th<~t if there's a
physical symptom, they see a physician first," Raimer said. "The doctor can rule out organic causes of the
symptoms, such as infection, and
then they may enlist the h::lp of a
therapist or counselor."
Carolina Yhane, a counselor with
the Student Mental Health Center,
said there are usually more students
seeking counseling during midterms
or finals than at other times of the
semester. She said school, family,
relationships and jobs add to the
pressures and can be overwhelming.
Yhane said the health center
makes a "fair number ofrefen·als to
the mental health team, especially
For back pain, upset stomach and
intestinal tract and sleep disturbances.''
She said the counselors sec many
returning students for stress, because they have the added pressures
of jobs, spouses and children.
Yhane 's best advice for this time
of year'' is to think that in two weeks
this will all be under control."
"It's not a good time to start new
things, like remodeling your kitchen
or starting a new relationship,
Obviously, you can't put your kids
on hold, but you can prioritize your
time. Talking to spouses and children about the stress of exam time
can be helpful, too," she said.
"Think preventively all semester," Yhane said. "Waiting until a
crisis hits is waiting too long. Take
care in a number of ways - eat,
sleep, exercise and don't abuse the
common student drugs: nicotine and
caffeine. Work some fun into life,
especially if you are a returning student - a human being can only endure so much."
She said there are few drug abuse
cases in the mental health center.

Scott Caraway

"Smokey" Talmanson displays several of his soapstone carvings {right) for sale on the mall Tuesday. He has been working
with the soft stone for 14 years.
Talmanson gets down to detail work {above} on the stem of a
soapstone pipe. Talmanson said the craft was more utilitarian
in the 18th century when soapstone was used to make flatirons, and even for woodburning stoves.

Engineering Raises Entry Standards
By Marla L. Poteet
Because of the 20-to-I studentteacher ratio in the College of Engineering, higher standards for entry
into the college have been instituted
for the fall semester.
For a student to enter the college,
a Cis required on 18 hours out of the
26 required to transfer out tlf the
University College. A 2.2 overall
grade point average also is required.
In addition, the computer science,
computer engineering and electrical
engineering departments will require a 2.5 total GPA rather than a

•

2.2 .
Engineering Dean Gerald May
said the student teacher ratio across
the counlly and at UNM historically
has been about 14-to·I.
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Nobel Winner
Tackles Physics
~chaos' Issue

ENGAGEMENT DIA~JONDS
arc a specialty of this House.

From selection to selling.
our expertise nnd facilities
are at your setvice.

3409 Central NE
10-6 Monday thru Saturday
266-2876

For Outdoor
Sports Quality
Eye Protection
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Our Selection And
Compare Our Prices
We Stock:
Vaurnet
Galibier
Bausch & Lomb
Martin
Bucci
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2411 SAI'I PEDRO I'I.E./opposltl! Coron•do
UPTOWN ALBUQUERQUE:__

RETURNING STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION
An Organization Designed
For the
Non-Traditional Student
Extends Congratulations
to all graduates

Peer Group Support
Social Activities
Tutoring-Advice
Instructor's File
Political Clout
Lounge & Study Area
Advocacy Group
Educational Grants
Mail: Box 91, SUB·Campus
Office: Room 24·C SUB Baseinerd
Lounge: Fireplace Room SUB Basement
Office hours: MWF 9-4pm, 1Th 10-4

TAKE A BREAK!
Before or alter finals. get togelher with a
river. On May 4th or 14th run the Rio Grande
through the Taos Box with Mountains and
Rivers and forget your troubles lor a day
Special rate of $48.00 (reg. $60.00) in·
eludes professional gUides, a hearty lunch.
and lots of thrills. Call Moontains and Rivers
lor the details.

'A Nobel Prize winner in physics
will deliver a colloquium at the Uni. versity of New Mexico physics and
- astronomy department Friday. ·
Willis Eugene Lamb Jr., who has
served on the faculty at Columbia,
Stanford, Oxford, Harvard and
Yale, will attempt to answer the
question "What is Quantum
Chaos?" at 4 p.m. in Room 184 of
the UNM physics and astronomy
building.
Lamb's research into quantum
mechanics and quantum electrody·
namics earned him the Nobel Prize
in Physics in 1955.
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Free Delivery
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"Secondly, there is the very
pragmatic matter- people are
looking for jobs, and they know
there are good career opportunities
ht engineering.' •

HOJO HAPPY HOURS

faculty members
COPIES

To Order

May cited two major reasons for
this growth. •'One is the perception
of students coming into school as to
what is interesting. That's why you
see more students coming to engineering now," he said.

CITY

large selection of
Kung Fu, Kamte

JownsonJ

Attention

Last Day

nical engineering. "Looking at the
trend right now, the electrical com·
puter areas are going to grow the
fastest," he said. "Mechanical will
also continue to grow, and other
areas such as chemical and civil will
probably just level off or grow very
slowly."

Chinese Culture Center

'

get resu Its l

2320 Ceatral NE 268·4876

Also in the fall, the number of
hours required for a bachelor's degree in engineering Will increase
from 130 to 133.
"Our curriculum is getting so
crowded that in order to meet all the
requirements, we simply have to in·
crease the number," May said.
Computer science is the only department that will remain at 130
hours for a degree. May said the
national standard is 133.
In the last 10 years, the College of
Engineering has grown 250 percent.
The major growth has been in the
electrical and computer science de·
partments.
"Clearly, those areas are the glamour areas with respect to student
demand," he said.
May also noted growth in mecha-

Pitchers of Coors
$3.50
Marsarltas l for 1

$2.75
1/IEE lopcom &. liB Sc:..een T.V.
Mid-town I·ZS And lomu

For1,286
different watS
to look gooc1,
trust Pearle.
What makes our frame collection so
special isn't the number of choices. Irs the
number of good choices.
But1he besf frame is the frame that looks
best on you. And 1hafs what our optician is
frained to help you find.
Becuuse we're out fo eam your trust.

PEARLE
vtston center

•••ely cares for eyes more than Pearle.

4300 Central Ave. S.E.
268•:1008

West Centnl Piua
4410Jl Centtal Ave. s.w.

Sun Square Shopping Center
7210A. Menaul Blvd. rt.E.
883·0077
"1983, Pearle Health Services, Inc.

831-5326
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Economy Sees Rejuvenation
The New Mexico economy,
which lnggcd behind the national
economic recovery in 1983, is finally shrugging off the effects of the
recession and expanding once again,
according to a University of New
Mexico economist.
"In January, total employment
increased a strong ·3,8 percent over
year ago levels to 544,500," said
Brian McDonald, director of the
UNM Bureau of Business and Economic Research. "The rate of
growth in this employment series
has been progressively stronger
since the summer of 1983."

Participants for
Exchange with
Mexico Sought
The Design and Planning Assistance Center of the University of
New Mexico School of Architecture
and Planning needs students interested in a six-week summer exchange program with the Technological Institute of Higher Studies in
the West in Guadalajara, Mexico.
ITESO's School of Architecture
is one of the few schools granting a
master's degree in ekistics, the science of human settlement.

McDonald made his remarks in
the current issue of New Mexico

Business Current Economic Report,
which is published by the bureau.
McDonald also said the January
unemployment rate for New Mexico
stood at 8,5 percent •. down from
10.5 percent a year earlier.
New Mexico's economic recov·
ery has been led by the state's large
trade and services sectors and by
construction, McDonald said.
Favorable inflation and the federal
tax cuts have both boosted consumers' spendable earnings.

New Mexico is only now beginning
to experience a recovery, McDonald
said.
The mining sector remained depressed in 1983 and was the major
factor for New Mexico's slow recovey. However, McDonald noted
some hopeful signs that this sector is
also improving as gas, coal and oil
production all increased.

"Construction had an excellent
year in 1983, and this trend should
continue into 1984," he said.

Tourism jumped in January with a
5.2 percent increase in lodging employment and a 14.4 .percent increase in visits to national parks in
New Mexico. However, government employment ~ New Mex.
ico's largest sector- recorded
slow growth in 1983, he said.

Despite the strong manufacturing
advances at the national level and
the publicity about expanded manufacturing hiring in the Albuquerque
area, the manufacturing sector in

Subscriptions for New Mexico
Business Current Economic Report
are available for $12 a year from the
UNM Bureau of Business and Economic Research.

Home Stretch in Sight
For Democratic Hopefuls

Conference Set for Vets
U.S. Sen. Pete Domenici will
be the keynote speaker at the
"Veterans Small Business and
Networking Conference" Friday
and Saturday at the University of
New Mexico's Student Union
Ballroom.
The two-day conference, cos·
ponsored by Domenici, the Small
Business Administration (SBA),
the New Mexico Vietnam Veter·
an Leadership Program and the
Albuquerque TechnicalVocational Institute, will "give
our New Mexico veterans the
opportunity to learn skills necessary for successful business ventures."
The senator will address the
first day's luncheon. William G.
"Bing" Grady, president of Sunwest Bank of Albuquerque, will
address the conference at its

Saturday luncheon.
"The workshop conference
will provide New Mexico veterans with training, information
and resources so they could
establish their own small business," Domenici explained.
"While we are targeting the
workshop to aid the Vietnam and
.Korean veterans who have not
had this opportunity to learn what
resources are available to them,
all veterans and interested persons are invited to attend, 1' he
said.
A $20 pre-registration fee is
required to cover the cost of
materials, two lunches and conferen~e expenses. New Mexico
veterans who wish to participate
should contact the New Mexico
Vietnam Veteran Leadership
Program at 265-1311.

(UPI) - Walter Mondale scored
an easy win over Gary Hart in Ten·
nessee Tuesday while Jesse Jackson
won a landslide victory in Washington, D.C. -his first Democratic
presidential primary victory of the
year.
.
The two primaries opened the
home-stretch battle for the Democratic presidential nomination - a
five-week battle that ends in California June 5. But Mondale could come
close to wrapping up the nomination
in the next week, when there are 771
delegates at stake, especially if he
scores big victories in Texas on
Sat•)rday and Ohio next Tuesday.
While the nation's capital and its
IS delegates will represent a symbolic victory for Jackson, Mondale
sought a Tennessee win, with 65 delegates at stake, to kick off his final
drive for the nomination he was once
favored to win without much resistance,
Incomplete returns from
Washington, D.C., gave Jackson
24,199 or 63 percent, Mondale,

Biology Graduate Students Get Grants, Fellowships
Graduate students in the University of New Mexico biology department have been awarded grants, invited ·to lecture and deliver papers
and received post-doctoral fellowships, sair.l department Chair-

man Don Duszynski recently.
Duszynski said Gary Miller has
received a $3,500 grant from the
Boone and Crockett Club Conservation Committee to continue his studies on bighorn sheep in western

Arizona. He will perform chemical
analyses on plants eaten by the sheep
in an attempt to learn why they
choose some foods over others.
Sarah George was invited to be a
member of the U.S. delegation to

the first International Workshop on
Management of Zoologilacal Collections in Calcutta, India. At the
meeting, she presented papers on
collection methods for small mammals and recent advances in
mammalian systematics.
David Reduker, who completed
doctoral work at UNM this winter, .is
now a post-doctoral fellow at the
Montana State University department of veterinary science. His research at UNM was on the evolution
of intestinal parasites and their rodent hosts.
Gary Dodson won second place in
a "best student paper" competition
at the annual meeting of the Southwest branch of the Entomological
Society of America this winter. The
paper was on sexual dimorphism in
tephritid flies.

Mondale was leading in 36 delegate races, which would give him
I ,215 of the the 1,967 delegates
needed for nomination. Hart was
leading in 21 delegate races for a
total of 644, and Jackson led in 23
races for a new total of206, with 330
uncommitted according to the latest
United Press International count.
Heavy voting was reported in
Washington - an indication that
thousands of blacks were voting for
the first time as was the c1:1se in New
York, Philadelphia, Chicago and
other big cities where Jackson
scored impressively earlier this
year. By comparison the turnout was
light in Tennessee, despite the fact
all three candidates spent considerable time there.

Although they're much maligned in the movies and they don't make vei'Y good house pets,
the hyenas at the Rio Grande Zoo seem fairly personable 11nd sort of cute.

UNM Bicycle Shop
Unemployment
Drops in N.M.
ALBUQUERQUE (UPI) New Mexico's unemployment rate
dropped seven-tenths of a point from
8.8 percent in February to 8.1 in
March, the state Employment
Security Department reported.
The drop was more than 3 percent
from March 1983, when 11.3 percent of the work force was jobless,
ESD Secretary Daniel H. Lopez said
Tuesday.
The unemployment rate in Albuquerque fell five-tenths of a point
between February and March from 7.2 percent to 6.7 percent.
Joblessness in Albuquerque in
March 1983 was 9.4 percent.

How can you make a very
real difference In our coun·
try this summer?

..JOIN

Salutes
Class of 1984

II ,407 or 30 percent, and Hart,
2,921 or 7 percent.
With 90 percent of Ute precincts
reporting in Tennessee, Mondale
was leading with 119,632 or 42 percent, Hart 86,489 or 30 percent and
J9ckson 64,521 or 23 percent.

the Thousands of Students
from Across the Country In

NM WllaolP-"' mcetJ evory 'IlnlndaY at 7 p.m.
In the C... Annex of tbe SUB baKmml. More lnformadoo b available at 265·5170.

Today's Events
P~Jdoetou

wiU speak about "Po)'<bOioJY and Alina: A
PrapnatlcPcnpcc:tive" at.C_p.m. in Room 167 of the
Pl)'<bOioJY Buildi11J.
~-

Proven, Successful Business
Great Terms Available

Friday's Events

C.UO.•Iooa Dr. Oenevleve W. Carter

M-at'Eflortlr- W - p May2, 3 A
Morelnfonnatlon b available at 277·2341 or 277·

W7.

Muwol M - • ef A.au..,olop ho<lt Dr. Don
Fowler of the University or NO\'IIda, speaklnJ on
"ArchJeo&osy and the American Wctt." at 1;$0 p.m.
Tickets arc S2, Morelnrormatloo b available at '1:11·
44lr..

euo,.. o......,..,

tJNM
b open to the public
every Friday nlahl from 7 Io 9 p.m., weather l>tt·
miUIIIJ.

Contact: Max Sanchez 293-8118
Edie Blaugrund 821-3127
HertzmCII'k, Paraegg Realtors

883·6161

Gtolosr Selllur llob Trumbull will Jpeak about
JI'Cl(oloJY and Archaeoloo of Yucatan Peninsula,
Mexico" 1111 a.m. In the Chemlsuy BuUdlnJ,IIoom
101.
, _ _ ll..al en.... 1101 Lu Lomas N.l!., trill
have an end-of-semaler pizza (llrtY ror lntematlooal
students and friends 11 noon.
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The Only Thai Restaar-t In ToWII

the unique summer project
of the National Student
Campaign for Voter Reg·
lstratlon

$$MAKE MOREY$$

Thursday's Events

THAI HOUSE

VOLUNTEER!
VOTE!

FOR SALE!

106 Buena VIsta SE

(Across from UNM, behind 31 Flavors)

A NM PIRQ PROJECT
CALL 277·2757
Rm.HSubUNM

NOW OPEN

11-2Lunch

5:30-9 Dinner
.247-~gm;
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through May 9

In 1983, R.E.M. 's "Murmur''
was voted the year's #1
Album in the Rolling Stone
Critics Poll, #2 in the VIllage
Voice Critics Poll, #1 Top
Debut Album in The Record,
among many others.
But that was last year. This is
the year of "Reckoning."
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Program Aids ;Novel' Projects
By Maria DeVarenne
Friday is the last day graduate stu·
dents may apply for a grant that
would allow them to "pursue innovative projects," with up to
$6,000 in Univer~ity backing.
The University of New Mexico's
Graduate Studies office sponsors
Challenge Assistantships that arc
designed to promote projects ·'that
are novel, interdisciplinary and have
potential for development beyond
their initial year," said Charlene
McDermott, dean of graduate studies.

•••

''We arc particularly interested in
proposals that would probably not
be implemented without the awarding of a challenge assistantship,"
McDermott said. "We are not soliciting proposals which would normally be viewed favorably by the
organizations supporting research in
· the field."

Students who have their projects
selected can receive $6,000 plus tuition and fees for one year while
working with faculty members and
departments their projects. The
proposals must have a University
department support, said Peter
Ciurczak, associate graduate studies
dean.
A seven-member challenge assistantships committee will decide the
winners of the full award and some
one-semester $3,000 &wards.
The assistantships were started in
the fall of 1982. Previous recipients
have studied quasars, mobile robots,
establishment of a health care program and the production of taped .interviews by Albuquerque artists.
"I think it's the only program on
campus that makes available to stu·
dents the opportunity to pursue innovative projects with significant
financial support and free of any
obligation to teach or do research,"

Ciurczak said. "It gives students
money to do their projects.''
According to a letter containing
instrQctions f\JT this year, factors that
have influenced selection in the past
included the project's contribution
to the University, "the student's
previous financial aid record,
affirmative action obJectives in im·
proving financial aid for minorities
or the handicapped, the interdisciplinary or interdepru1men!al promise of the proposal" and a commitment to continue the project
whenever appropriate.
Committee members include
McD~rmott; Peter Ciurczak; Fritz
Allen, advisory associate graduate
studies dean; Antonio Gomez, assistant graduate studies dean; Paul Pohland, chairman of the Senate Graduate Committee; Barry Gaines, a
member of the Senate Graduate
Committee and Karen Bracken. a
Senate Graduate Committee student
·
representative.

Classes Big, Faculty Few, Says Dean
By Marla L. Poteet
The 1984 state Legislature cut the
College of Engineering a slice of the
state budget, but Dean Gerald May
says it will never be enough.
"I'm very optimistic with respect
to getting new faculty. Our problem
is maintaining what we have anct
supporting what we have with respect to both hardware .and faculty,"
May said.
Three facl)lty members have been
hired, including a new chairman of
electrical engineering, Dr. Russel
Seacat.
"We still. don't have anywhere
near enough faculty to handle the
load that we're carrying," May
said. The student-teacher ratio is
now 20-to-1.
May said there is tremendously
intense national competition for engineering faculty because the top
people in the field arc being sought
by industry, leaving a smaller percentage who are willing to teach.
"Clearly, salary has something to
do with it," May said. "Support
that industry provides has something

Ed

CREDIT AVAiliBiliTY

Establishing a good credit rating is a vital step toward
the ability to borrow money in the future. If you have
an employment record and no derogatory credit
historv, this program will enable you to obtain a
valuable credit record.

~E.

SPECIAl ATTRACTIVE FINANCE RATE

University of New Mexico Law
School alumna Ann Steinmetz will
be sworn in Friday as state District
Court judge,
Steinmetz was appointed Monday
to complete the term of Jack Love,
who resigned to take up private prac·
tice. She earned a bachelor's degree
in English from UNM in 1971 and
completed her law degree in 1975.

May said clash size should not be
larger than 35 but "we don't have
the faculty to do it.lf you don't have
competitive salaries you will not get
faculty.
"We are just going to continue to
stntggle to keep classes at reasonable levels because we feel that's
fair, proper and good quality for the
students," May said. "We'll do
whatever we can with the resources
that we have."

After working with the state public defender's office until 1978, she
went into private practice,
A private swearing-in ceremony
will be held Friday so that she may
take office Monday, Steinmetz said.
A public ceremony will be held May
10 in District Court Judge Richard
Traub's courtroom, 415 Tijeras
Ave., N,W.

· "A Crime To Fit the Punishment" (I :20 p.m. and 5:50p.m. l
expl(lres the background events
and political atmosphere that surrounded the production of the
film "Salt of the Earth." In 1954
during the height of McCarthyism and the Cold Wur. the controversial labor film ·'Salt of the
Earth" was made despite numerous attempts by the film industry
and the U.S. g(lvemmcnt to prevent its production.
Chicano Studies director
Tobias Duran said Cinco De
Mayo usually has not been celebrated in New Mexico although
the event is. part of the history of
Chicanos.

Last issue
of the
Daily Lobo
•
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Mon, May 7
CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL STUDENTS
Take Time Out Of Your Finals For:

BABE RUTHLESS
May 8·12 9:30·1:30
Tuesday $1 well. wine. draft
Wednesday ladies night
Thursday free beer

Regular Lobo Readers'
Discounts

JOIN US

with this ad you get:
Regular
$2.50
$4.50
$6.00
$I5.00

Specialized Commuter Tire
Tune Up

Sale

$1.85
$3.75
$5.00
$8.00

BIGVALLB'V

RAif'CHCOMPAJtr'V
Steak luu i Lmer

8904 Menaul NE

Parts, Accessories, Clothing, Bikes from $150

Selling, buying, .1nd
trading quality books
and records.

3407 Central NE,
Just West Of Carlisle

Learning how financing affects your term of
commitment and monthly payments can be good
economics. Ed Black's and GMAC will detail your
payment record so you can see exactly where your
money goes.
Ed Black's congratulates you on your achievement
and invites you to join our list of satisfied customers.
If you are graduating between the summers of1983
and 1984, come in to Ed Black's and test drive what
could become the first step toward your new image.

film about four Texas women and
their union activities from 193060.
"Yo Soy Chicano" (12:15
p.m. and 4:45 p.m.) documents
Chicano history.

classes.''

27 x I Y.! regular tubes
27 x I Y.! thom resistant tubes

HAPPY
GRADUATION!

"Talkin' Union" (lt:IO a.m.

aJld 3:45p.m.) is an or:tl history

you can't do that effcctivly in big

.26&·7..2.0lf

lOW DOWN PAYMENT

On May 5, I 862, the Mexican
army defeated French troops at
Pucbla, Mexico, and four years
later were successful in eliminating the French presence on their
soil.
To celebrate the Mexican holiday of El Cinco De Mayo. the
Chicano Studies Program and the
Southwest Hispanic Research In·
stitute will present four films on
Friday at the University of New
Mexico.
The films, "A Crime To Fit
the Punishment," "Talkin' Union," "Yo Soy Chicano" (I Am
n Chicano), and "Mexico: The
Frozen Revolution,'' will be
shown continuously from .10
a.m. to8 p.m. at 1815 Las Lomas
N .E. Admission will be free.
''Mexico: The Frozen Revolution" (10 a.m. and 2:35p.m.) is
an award-winning documentary
that presents a socio-historical
analysis of Mexico from the
Mexican Revolution of 19101917 to the.civil war.

UNM Alumna Awaits Swearing In

OPEN7DAY~

q HARVARD

You've served your time in student housing,
laundromats, libraries, fast-food restaurants and
discount stores.
lt'eat yourself to career luxury at student prices. Your
first fling into professional style can be with one last
student benefit from Ed Black's Chevrolet and GMAC.
General Motors is sponsoring a special Graduate
Financing Plan available at Ed Black's Chevrolet. This
new program offers 1983 college graduates and post
graduates three crucial advantages toward a new car:

"Anybody that knows anything
about engineering education k'nows
that you don't dothateffectivly," he
said. "You've got to break them
down into smaller classes because
you're not lecturing; you're doing
analytic solutions and problems, and

~igr~

Supremacy

It's important not to overburden yourself, and Ed
Black's and GMAC will work With you to outline a
payment plan comfortable for you.

100.

~~l{~ne.

Chevrolet
Center
Your Service
Dealer
GET OUT OF YOUR CAMPUS SCUZZMOBilE
AND INTO A NEW CJ:IEVROlEt

to do with it, and of couse we arc
competing head to head with other
institutions that are trying to build
their engineering colleges.''
May said electrical engineering
courses have become so big that
their class size is routinely more than

Films Celebrate Mexican Holiday
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Corn Find Makes Scientific News in Unlikely Spot
In June, 35 years ago, a ~earn of
archeologists sponsored by Harvard's Peabody Museum was making scientific news at an unlikely
spot in west-central New Mexico.
Excavations at the mouth of Bat
Cave yielded primitive, smallcobbcd corn. This was h1ter dated by
the C-14 method and, for some
years, held Ihe record. as the oldest
found in North Amenc1;1.

Bat Cave lies I 0 dusty miles south
of Horse Springs in Catron County.

in new mexico
There, the southern margin of the
San Augustin Plain ends abruptly
and volcanic cliffs jut upward.
Today, the surrounding landscape
is dry and scrubby, but it wasn't
always that way. The cave was

carved from those cliffs by wave ac·
tion of ancient Lake San Augustin.
About 12,000 years ago, the extinct lake measured II miles by 34
miles and was more than 150 feet
deep. Paleo·.Jndian lance heads of
the Folsom Period have been found
in the vicinity and indicate tha(hunters were drawn to the receding
shoreline as early as 10,000 years
ago. By 4,000 or 5,000 B.C., the
lake was gone, victim of a major dry
period.
Bat Cave was utilized by various
Indian groups for at least 5,000
years. From late Paleo-Indian ti~es
to about A.D. 1, !00, SUCCeSSIVe
layers of debris were deposited, providing a remarkable record of
changing technology and economy.
The earliest inhabitants were hunters and vegetal collectors of the late
Paleo-Indian Period. Several distinctive early dart points were recovered. One triangular type, known
as ••Augustin,'' is found at a number
of early sites in west-central New
Mexico.
Another, the "Bat Cave" point,
has projecting "ears" at the stem's
corners. Though scarce in New
Mexico, these are similar to ancient

DALLAS
AUGUST 18·23
PEACE
VIGIL
REVERCHON
PARK.
For more Info about planned summer acllvlll... inoluding a Peace

Caravan traveling from lhe San
Francisco OemocratlcConvanllon
lo lhe Los Angeles Olympics and

lhoDallasRoptJbllcanConvonllon
protest wrilo: 1)POB 392, Canal
Sf. Sla., N.Y. N.V. 10013 (212·
533·5028): 2)0onnls Peron,
3745·11th St., S.F. CA 94114
(415·552·9629); 3)POB 8708,
Madison WI 53703; 4)POB 5072

lance points found at mountain hunting sites scattered through Central
and South America.
The next occupants were the
Archaic Period ''Chiricahua" people. The earliest deposits of this
period were variously dated at 2,000
to 4,000 B.C.
It stunned archeologists to find
primitive popcorn-like pod corn in
these early levels. This had always
been considered a period when small
nomadic family bands collected
seeds and grasses and hunted primarily small game.
Prior to Bat Cave, archeologists
believed that pottery manufacture
and agriculture had both arrived
from Mexico about the time of
Christ's birth. But here, com predated pottery by more than 2,000
years. Suddenly outdated was a lot
of scientific theory about how agriculture created rapid technological
"revolutions."
Early Bat Cave agriculturalists
apparently spent little time tending
com. For more than I ,000 years, the
harvest was but one of several regular food-getting activities. Small
family bands continued to travel,
gather and hunt through most of the
year.
Squash was also grown at an early
period. But the kidney bean did not
appear in the cave until about 1,000
B.C. By that time, the widely found
"San Pedro" dart points were predominant. Many kinds of bone and
stone tools were manufactured. A
surprising variety of objects were
woven of hair, grass or yucca fiber.
These include well-made baskets,
nets and several types of sandals.
The cob of San Pedro Period com
had increased in size and it was
plentiful. The presence of fragmentary wooden agricultural implements and numerous grinding stones
indicates much more attention was
placed on the fruits of harvest than in
earlier times. Bison bones were also
consistent finds during this late prepottery period.
Mogollon pottery appeared shortly after the birth of Christ, and the
technological accouterments of set-

tied vill!lge life ended up as debris on
the cave floor. The deposits terminate about A.D. 1,100- during the
time that Mimbres Society faded.
Some years ago, re11ders of
National Geographic followed the
discovery of the world's first com,
found in the high arid Tehuacan Valley of central Mexico.
So today, students of archeology
read textbo\lk essays about the
evolution of corn from small- to
)arge-cobbed modern varieties.
They often take for granted our
knowledge about this process which
began about 5,500 B.C.

Few realize that only 35 years
ago, the exact age and origins of
corn- one of Native America's
greatest contributions to human
society - was still the subject of
obscure theorizing among scholars.
Even fewer realize that
archeologist Herbert W. Dick and
his excavation crews did more than
overcome the summer winds, mud,
rainstorms and mosquitos at Bat
Cave. They helped set off one of
science's greatest "treasure
hunts" - the successful search for
even earlier corn in the dry caves of
northern and central Mexico.

• Dr. Martin Kantrowitz, an
assistant professor of family,
community and emergency
medicine at the University of
New Mexico School of Medicine, has been elected to a twoyear tenn on the board of directors of the American Rural
Health Association.
The organization works to improve the health of rural Americans through professional
education and research in the area
of rural health,
As the medical school's assistant dean for community professional education, Kantrowitz has
developed a wide-ranging programof continuing medical education activities and clinical support services for New Mexico·
physicians.
Kantrowitz served two years
as chief medical officer for the
National Health Service Corps in
Washington, D.C., and was responsible for similar programs
for physicians practicing in
underserved areas around the
country.

Judas Priest, heavy metal champions of the power chord, will blitz
Tingley Coliseum tonight in what
promises to be one of the louder,
meaner concerts of the year.
The Priest, no stranger to the metal crowd in Albuquerque, will undoubtedly showcase standards from
its 10 albums, recorded in as many
years.
Its most recent release, Defenders

Talent, Cleverness

By Maureen Cummings

Expressing a clothespin's feelings through dance would be difficult
for the most experienced performer, but students in last weekend's
Short Fuse production at the Experimental Theater made it look easy.
Clothespins were portrayed in the production's first segment, called
"Lines of Connection." Marcellea Davis, Christina Ashby and Dory
Rolston moved as clothes and clothespins in front of pictures of
clotheslines pmjected on a screen.
''Lines of Connection'' was followed by •'Metamorphosis-Phylum: l!
lnsectae," in which Paula Gadoury and Pacina Fernandez slithered II.l[
and flapped in perfect unison in their sleek, black bodysuits. Changing ).I
from groggy to spastic to Alfredo Fernandez's guitar heartbeat, the two
dancers were· believable as insects in this fascinating segment.
):
Anotlter highlight of the unique pmduction was "Bonnie Blue j,
Rebel." Lorenzo Luckie's and Pumpkin Cory's facial and body move- 1
ments dramatically expressed Civil War· violence and rage. Luckie,
dressed as a wounded soldier, and Cory, wearing a red, white and blue
dress, chased and glared at each other to Bad Company's "Simple 1
Man" ballad.
·
"Seen Unseen," described as ";m attempt to transcend commercial ![
pressures on the development of identity,'' showcased Robert Servis' :1
talents. His facial expression changed from blank to proud as he swung 1i
his arms and twisted rhythmically to show his inner struggle for I'
identity. Servis effectively mov~d to both distinctive Oriental music ,I
and til a faster synchronized beat.
,!!,ontinued on.!,ag~~~J

It's 01 statement for everyb\ldy."
ger Rob Halford feels about what the
Fans can expect Judas Priest to
band is doing. ' "I suppose if you grant no mercy tonight. "People
analyze what 'defenders of the faith' know what they're getting from us is
means, then instantly we become total commitment and belief," says
defenders of the faith, the faith being Halford, "and when they watch
heavy metal music,'' he said in a Judas Priest, they see the ultimat.e
press release.
heavy metal band!"
"And we're defending it both
Special guest Great White opens
from the people who still knock it the show and tickets can be found at
and from it ever going out of style. all Giant Ticket centei'S.
of the F:.aith, SUjl1.s up how .lead sin-

Friends of Education, the Asso·
ciation' s political action committel.".,
The party is from 5 to 7 p.m.
Friday at 1406 Wellesley N.E.
Faculty members are invited to
attend. A $10 donation is requested, Past and present members and associates of the state
Legislature are expected to be
p<<:sent.

Society of
Women Engineers

• Two new departments, anes·
thesiology and dermatology,
hav.e been created within the
UNM Medical School.
Dean Leonard Napolitano said
he has given the go-ahead for a
seven-member search committee
to select a chairman for the anesthesiology department. He also
said negotiations are in progress
with a candidate for the dermatology chairman department posi·
tion.

• Robert S. Kaplan, an Arthur
Lowes Dichinson Visiting Professor of Accounting at Harvard
University, will speak on "The
• The Faculty Representation Evolution of Management
Association is sponsoring a party Accounting at 3:30 p.m. Friday
and fund-raiser to benefit the in Room 122 of the school.

Win

52 units, direct dial phones, color TV, queen-size beds,
heated swimming P90I, near several restaurants and shops
Individual ~Ir Condltlonlna & Heat Control
We accept Major Credit Cards
Luther & Vivian Chambers, OWners-Managers

265-6961

* 3711 Central NE *ALB., NM 87108

Tickets only $2
Available lrom any SWE member or Joanle In Mechanical Engineering ilm 202
For more lnlormoll011 call 255-965! or 255-4805
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D.E. Stuart & R.P. Gauthierss

Prehistoric New Mexico
2nd Edition Background for Survey
459 pp. 8% x 11 Paper
Available- Spring 1984 $17.00 postage paid
"... Mastelful" •• The American Scientist

Ff/jjW

a!~ PACKARD
Translates complex
data into easyto-understand
charts and graphs.

TO ORDER:

Check or money order payable to NMAC ..
(Dealers Inquire)
308 Girard SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106

Graphics with touch feature now
available for the HP-150 Touchscreen Personal Computer.

I

New Course OHerlng for Summer and Fall!

Patagonia
Sportif
Woolrich
One Wear
Royal Robbins

2421 San Pedro NE 884-Sll's
New Mexico,s Complete Backpacking Shop

HEWLETT

Not Widely available In the 1981 edition published by·the Slate of
New Mexico, this volume has, nonetheless, achieved the status of
an "underground classic." The authors reviewed nearly a century of
research, and thousands of original site survey records, to produce
the first in-depth overviews of New Mexico's archeology. The New
Mexico Archeological Council is proud to"Offerthls affordable edition
of the single most useful technical reference of New Mexico's
archeology.

or dial toll-free (800) 255·3050

Light Weight,Hiking Shol'ts
Fl'o•:

A Computer!

Uberty Electronics
Freedom 200 Video Display Terminal
Retails at $795
Donated by South West Computer Systems Stores Inc.
Drawing will be held Friday, May 4 In the ME lounge

"... State·of.the-srt" -· Early Man
"... Though-provoking... " -· American Antiquity

~ fR~VE/DDIJE ~be9rdm UNM

Downtown W/nrock and Montgomery Plaza -for men & women
Sho~ Circus - Wlnrock's North Mall- lor children
The Other Side ~ Winrocl< 's Notth Mall- for women
Matteucci F/orsheim - Coronado- for men

The Priest Set To Pounce
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Arts

CONSUMER PROTECTION
AND PUBLIC POLICY:

1. Pie Charts
2. Bar Graphs
3. Line Charts

Research and Advocacy
Learn to research issues of public concern in the style of Ralph
Nader and Sixty Minutes. Earn up to six credits researching issues
that are cu"ently being debated, and investigating Issues that con·
cern students and other citizens dally. Internships are available
working With New Mexico Public Interest Research Group, a student
directed research and advocacy group, in areas Including:
rental law reform
Women's legal rights
La Cueva/Rounds Estate swap
Juvenile correction facilities
Insurance policies and rates
ASUNM lawbook revision
campaign finance reform
ehild care and subsidy programs
UNM parking problem
University of New Mexico funding
student financial aids
Voter registration laws
Albuquerque auto emission prog. product price comparison
Utility regulation
''boUle bills" and IIHer taxes
Metropolitan Court procedures
and other areas of interest to you .....
Interning with PIRG gives you the chance to make substantial input
into the decisions that affect our lives. Interns can use the full
resources of NMPIRG to complete research including volunteers,
research funds, nationwide contacts and the expertise of profession·
als in tile field.
For more Information vlalt the PIRG office, room H In the
Student Union Building or c•ll 277-2757;

GET SOME
"HANDS-ON"
EXPERIENCE

4. Text

POWERFUL
VISUAL
GRAPHICS

'&y Them

-

&1
-...

PIRSONAL

COIIIINIT~

DaALaR

a~ Holman•. . . ..

..4

Setttng you free. 't1)>
Hewlett-Packard Personal Computers

HOLMAN 1 S~
401 WYOMING NE•2B5·79B1
Qualitv products for the World of Science, Engineering • Bultness.

VISA
MASTER CHAAGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Fuse---continued from page 15

By Marjorie Shapiro Stein

"Factions" was a colorful battle
between two soldiers dancing briskly to the soundtrack of Z.
"Romance de Ia Luna, Luna" featured Pacina Fernandez and Paco
Antonio, ;1 quick-stepping Mexican
dance pair. A Spanish-spoken narra:
lion was also included in the scene.
The "Group Home" and "Something of Circumstance" progmms
were also interesting but difficult to
understand.
Judi Ehrman, who choreographed
both the "Group Home" and
··Alone in Mourning" minipmductions, realistically expressed
grief in "Alone in Mourning."

''All composers cherish the fantasy of making a living by composing, but the rea.lity is another matter,'' commented Carl Donsbach,
winner of both the 1983 and 1984
student composition contests.
"As a student," he continued,
"it's easier to get your music performed because there are always
musicians willing to play and listen
to new works.
"But later, all serious composers
face the chronic difficulty of getting
their compositions performed. I
have been particularly fortunate to
be in the UNM music department,

299-2716 8206 Menaul 299·6644
Hoffmantown Shopping Center

Congratulates the Graduating Seniors
Remember: Developing Kits Are
Available Starting From $39.95

r-----------------------------,

I
I
I

~Practical

Composer Faces Challenge Ahead

Graduation Cake
SPECIAL s7.99

wHh coupon expires May 20, 1984

where I've heard my quartet and
quintet played. It's gratifying to
work extremely hard on something
and then get recognition for it.''
Donsbach, a senior planning on
graduation within the year, has only
been composing for the past three
years. "I begun writing music in
Scott Wilkinson's composition
class," he explains. ''There, for the
first time, I studied under the guidance of another composer. I've
written guitflr preludes, songs for
piano and voice, a string quartet, a
brass quintet, and several other
pieces."
Donsbach is majoring in music
with a double concentration, in performing and composition. In addition to composing, he studies classical guitar and earns part of his living as a work/study student.
When asked to comment on his
philosophy of composition, he said,
"Atonality, dissonance, melody
and the romantic tradition all apply
to my work. I don't consider my
music atonal, but I know that it
sometimes gives that impression.
"I try many different methods of
composing, but I always hear music
in my mind. Usually I keep a notebook with me to write down musical
ideas, thoughts and passages.
"Sometimes I write melodic patterns in prose, telling myself what I
want the music to do, explaining its
direction in words. For example, I'll
write, 'fast, chromatic, descending
triads.'
"Later, I' II sit down and sketch a
rough draft in notes. If I have
doubts, I go to the piano or guitar
and play what I've written. Finally,
when the piece is ready to be played,
I make a working copy of the score. Composer Carl Donsbach, winner of both the 1983 and 1984
"But I never know exactly how UNM student composition contest.
my music will sound until I hear it in
performance."
Donsbach's evocative brass quin- financial stability seldom exists for composition recital."
Donsbach is a typical composer in
tet, which won the 1984 student people who write serious music. But
composers' contest, is a collage of there are some very real satisfactions the classical tradition: . competent,
blithe tempos, somber tones, and which compensate: producing the creative, devoted, despite the parabright progressions - a piece quite work itself; hearing it performed; dox. inherent within the profesunlike his winning 1983 quartet. bearing it sound precisely the way sion - abstract music can only be
"That work," he explained, "was you want it to - which happens made concrete by performance. The
composer must accept this irony.
developed from a theme and varia- sometimes.
"But it honestly doesn't matter
"I'm now writing a piece for
tions. I don't have a single, specific
whether
I hear my music peris
in
the
early
stages,
organ
which
style.
"One major challenge facing a and I'm hoping to have it performed formed," he affirmed. "I'll concomposer is a life of uncertainty: in October, when l have my senior tinue composing regardless."

By R.J. Olivas
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:
:
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ed the violin very poorly), cravings
for vanilla ice cream, his absentmindedness, his outspoken protests
against war and the famous theory of
relativity all blend together to give
us a man of whom we ought to know
more.
Asked how he felt about playing
the role of Einstein, Metzger replied, "Well, as a Jew, I can now
feel, as I learned doing Einstein, that
Einstein is a splendid hero to have.
He is a man who could stick his neck
out in all areas.
''It's the highest compliment I
have ever received, will ever receive, to find that the family gave its
endorsement of the show (referring
to a performance given in the presence of Einstein's remaining
family).
''Dr. Hertha Einstein, who is now
in her 90s, said she was stunned,"
he said. "There were tears in her
eyes after the show .It was gratifying
to see how touched the family was
by the likeness. It's kind of eerie,
you .know, and complimentary too,
to feel that you have been able to do
justice to the man in this way."
Tickets for Albert Ei11Stein: The
Practical Bohemian, are available at
the Popejoy Hall box office.

Small Opera Offers.. Big Rewards
Dido and Aeneas: small opera with large repercussions.
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In a : 'n(J>~udget" product.ion, Marilyn• Tyler, director of opera studies at
the Umvcrs1ty of New Mex1co, used a spartan set to enhance the musical
elegance . .Because the trappings were few, the music dominated.
Compared to operas greater in scope and dimension, Dido is a delicate'
w?rk which, nevertheless, contains all the clements that make opera satisfymg- stro~g solos, a cohesive chorus, richly embroidered music.
. Imbedded m the fabric of Di~o's first-night production Thursday evening
m J5;eller !:fall .were so.mc theatrical gems; wondrous witches, a hornpipe of
dchght, Dl<fo m confl1ct, Aeneas attemptmg to resolve conflict and a smatl
but powerful chorus weaving musical commentary over and· around all the
dialogue, The wHole opera had beautiful balance and color.
One hour and the entire work was over, but ethereal meloditJs floated and
lingered. Tyler elicited the best from her students, the most from everyone
connected with the.performance. She managed, somehow, to construct
substance from the msubstantial.
Though Marilyn Tyler is only just completing her first year at UNM she
already has _I~ft ~n indeli~le iOtprcssion. Her staging is always characte;ized
by an exquiSite tmpress10n. And her student actors don't dilute their roles
with either wasted gestures or melodramatic excess.
Tyler understands the process of economical direction and delivers to her
audiences extremely high quality presentations. regardless of the complexity
or demands of the the opera. Dido shone with clarity.

Ed Metzger as Albert Einstein: the Practical Bohemian.
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By Marjorie Shapiro Stein
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a scientist," Metzger said. "Einstein is a household name because of
the humanity of the man.. He possessed a human, philosophical side that
went further than the science for
which he was famous; it propelled
him beyond the merely eccentric.
He was .like a Ghandi figure. "
Metzger arrived at the Einstein
project because he and Leya Gelff,
Metzger's wife and the show's
director-producer, were searching
for a better vehicle for Metzger's
talents. "1 was thinking of a oneman play, but I thought, 'A play
doesn't really make it.' A show that
was more informal would be more
beneficial to an audience and myself. And then Einstein just popped
into my head.
"At first it was very difficult, because all! could find on or by Einstein were scientific writings," he
said. "But after some fortunate circumstances and a Jot of investigation, I discovered a truly humorous
side to the man. And that's how we
came up with The Practical Bohemian.
The show presents Einstein's foibles and passions alongside his remarkable humanitarian and scientific !l)ind. A Jove of music (he play-

The man had trouble with arithmetic but succeeded in deriving
mathematical laws of the cosmos.
As a scientist, he provided much of
the raw understanding of matter and
energy. As a humanist, he regretted
the use of that un ;lerstanding which
resulted in the manufacture of a
-,v~apon of inhuman proportions.
The man was Albert Einstein.
Ed Metzger, acclaimed stage and
film actor, brings bis one-man interpretation of Einstein, the man, to
Popejoy Hall at 8:15p.m. Saturday.
"It really catches people by surprise,'' Metzger said. In Albert Einstein: The Practical Bohemian, he
warms the a.udicnce with the wit and
charm of the genius.
"Einstein .loved humor, he .loved
parties and jokes," Metzger said
during a phone conversation.
"Charlie Chaplin was a good friend
of his. Chaplin would host these parties, and Einstein's charisma extended to the point where he was the
focus of attention. He was very fond
of life and knew how to enjoy himself.
'
"But the legend of Einstein endures bec{lusc he was more than just

.•.............•.......'•,
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• Juggling and Magic supplies
• Summer Classes forming for juggling and Magic
• Derbic's and Top Hals
• Free JuggIing instructions for beginners
3223 Silver SE Albuquerque, NM 87106
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Twins' Tunes To Fill Popejoy
By David J, Clemmer
Although the group the Thompson Twin~ has been around, in one
form or another, since 1977, many
people (perhaps. most) have never
heard of it until just recently. Its
latest, and largest, hit to date is the
beautiful, bittersweet "Hold Me
Now,'' currently holding down arespectable position on the national
charts.
There are no twins in the band (or
even triplets), nor are any of the
members even named Thompson. In
reality, the group consists of lead
singer and synthesist Tom Bailey,
Alannah Currie on percussion and
vocals and Joe Leeway on sythesizer
and vocals.
The talented trio, whose succes·
English pop group The Thompson Twins appear in Popejoy
ses include such notable songs as
Monday.
"In the Name of Love," "Lies,"

Big River Corp. Presents

STEEL PULSE

and "Love On Your Side," will be
performing at 8 p.m. Monday in
Popejoy Hall. Anyone who has seen
the Twins' videos or caught its live
New Year's Eve performance on
MTV can expect a highly energetic,
visually stimulating evening of new
wave pop.
Tickets for the Twins are available at all Giant Ticket outlets and
should be purchased early because
of the limited seating in Popejoy.

Sunday, May 13 • Mother's Day • 2 PM
Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theatre
Cerrillos Rd. • Santa Fe

By Ann L. Ryan
The annual exhibition of work by MA and MFA candidates from the
University of New Mexico's Department of Art, on display in the
University Art Museum through May 13, provides a pleasant respite
from the hectic pace of the last two weeks of the semester,
Overall, the work displayed cannot be stereotyped as ''student"
work. Much of it emanates a sense of confidence and control to be
envied and appreciated by the viewer.
The 16 artists represented in the exhibition include printm;~kers,
photographers, sculptors and one painter. The sculpture and photography are ·stronger, on the whole, than the prints and paintings.
Many of the artists should be familiar to people who have attended
Art Students Association (ASA) shows for the last few years. One of
these is Tanya Morris Horton, whose electroformed copper sculptures
are compelling. Her strongest works in this exhibition are "Dream
Time" (1982-83) and "Transformation One and Two" (1984).
·• Dream Time," a woman half submerged in a pile of autumn
leaves, is both. romantic and macabre. The two "Transformations" are
sensual and violent - both are representations of a woman's torso
witlllayers of copper flesh pulling away from copper flesh,

Rttlll• will be presented by the Albuquerque
Opera Theater at 2:15 and 8:15p.m. May•H at
the KlMo Theater. TicktU are 515, $12~ SID and
$7,
Crlmts ofthr lltRrt will be presented by the
Albuquerque Llttle Theater at 8 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday; 6 and 9 p.m. Saturday and 2
p.m. Sunday May ll•27, Ticketll8re $6.
Bt<ktt will be presented by the ClasSic Theater
Company May ll, l2 and 13 at the KIMo

Theater. Tickets are S.S.
GottyStorltl will be presented atlhe Unhrersity

Jahn Samora

Graduate Student Artists
representfld In MA/MFA Exhibition. Clockwise from. upper right; Scott Jordan,
Meika A. Alberici, Tonya Ho;.
ton, Dan Morgan· (two
pieces).

llllii!IUIIIIIIIII!li!IUIUIU!ll!!!lllllllllilll!l!l!i!IU!Il/IIIU!illllllllllllllllllllilll

Scott W. Jordon Jr. also -works in metal, but his works are quite
different from Horton's. Sleek and burnished, some are funny ("Ray
Gun," "Reliquary for St. Bic of Pen Inc," and "Post-Technological
Device"), and some are cool, curved and elegant {"Devil's Claws"
and ''Ice Cars''). Another metal sculpture not to be overlooked is Dan
Morgan's "Untitled" (1984).
The most powerful photographs on exhibition are Daniel T. Peebles' "Untitled Series" and Michael J. Kamins' gelatin silver print
"Photographic Portraits."
While the prints and paintings may not have, overall, the jJower of
the photography and sculpture, there is some fine work, especially the
lithographs of Deborah Kirsch and the van dyke, dry point and photo
etchings of Arezoo Mohseni.

Oallery through May ll; MA/MFA Exhibition
on display in the Upper and Lower Qalleri<J
through May 13.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL GIANT TICKET CENTERS

General Stores (Alb. & Santa Fe)
The New Wild West MUSIC
Sub Box Office, UNM Campus
KAFB Rec Center
Que Pasa Records (Taos)
Candy Man: Music and More (Santa Fe!

Graduate Show Offers Variety
In Compelling Art Exhibition

MuwtU Museum of.Anthropoloay (Univeuty or
New Mexico Campus) - "The Chaco
Phenomenon.. on display throop May
27:"Tumlns Lea,.c:s: Pholoyaph! from
Japanese-American Families In Gallup New
Mexico11 on dhplaythrough July 1.
Wlldlne
Gallery (903
Rio Orande
N.W.)- "'rhe Art of LithoBfllphy: An
Exhibition cr Tamarind Prints'' on disJ'llay
through May4.
Albuquerque Mu .. um (2000 Mountain Road
N.W.)- Pueblo Deco. Art Dec:o Arc:hilecture
in the Southwell, Color pho1os and archile-ctuta1
plans or 17 buildings built between 1927 and

/

Friar's North (4410 Wyomlna N.E.)- Chcms.
Frlor'sPob(68l$ Lomas N,E,)- SpeclaiK.
Huaary Boar (1200 Wyoming Blvd
N.E.)- Driver,
LaoochSIIe (Monrgomery Plaza)- Shaken.
999'• (7209 Central N.E.) - Magnetix May 2,
1.0 p.m.i Tbur. New Wave Night: Fri. & Sal ••
Modern Mwk: D.J.
Plllimlno Clob (2900 Coors Blvd. N.E.)- JoeY
Cannon and Crossbow..
Senar aacbb (4100 San Mateo Lane
N.E.)- Sassy Janes.

Shu1hnent's
(Academy
Wyominl)- Freddie Chavez._

.
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1940,
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Rates:
17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.

Deadline:
1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
Marron Hall Room 131
(lwtwe<>iJ biology anJ journalism buildings)

Open 8:0ll a.m. to 5:00p.m.
~1onday through Ji'riday

-----~~----~~--------·

more.

wm

be at TlnAiey
Coliseum May 2. Tickets nre $13.25 at Oiant

outlets.
Annt• II (4100 Central S.E.) - D'Mere.
(8904 Menaul N.E.)- Walter
Bla

v.u.,

u.

Thompson
Galluy
(Student Union
Building)- Cynthia Bennett acrylics on display
through May 18.

Unl,enlty of Ne.,. Melko At1 Museum (Fine
Am Center)- Photographs from the per..
miinent coHtcrion on Jisplay in the North

03-

ent.erta
athletic
unusuo•
ve."''
~
t the core or
ft •

even~k'\rno t:radition.
the,_

"WhlppingoPu~~·and

Judu Prksi/Greol While

ASA
GoUrry
(Student
Union
Building) - 11 CSW 1 84 Show" on display
through May 4.
Tnchln1 Gollery (New Art Building)~ Senior
Thesis by Andy Martin on di!play through May

n• aut Annual
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d
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&umanJirotbersln
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ot AlbuquetqueStage0neat8 p.m •• May U-14,

New Mexico
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Advertising

'' sa•etliRI ,,
dillerent...

PiBeon.
Coravan Eaol (7605 Central N.E.)- Alias
(during happy hour)j. Fire Creek. at 8:30; Steve
Wamer,May7.
Cltrhea Sirorl Pob (618 Coronado Shopping
CentcrN.E.) ~ Many.
Conrettl'a (Montgomery at Eubank)- Babe

Ruthless.

Cooprra~t(7220 Lomas Dlvd.N.E.)- Vipeu.
Cowbu,. (3)01 JuanTaboN.E.)- KennyNapp.
U.nbl's (2900 Coors N.W.)- Linda <!otton
Wed.·Sat., John Bailey concert Sun.

-ow Gel Ou\ of'fbll\:
..
!nanve
Pa.rt fOUl',
the battle

Robtn C•Rdkk_, orsanlst ror ah~ Mormon
will perform a18:JS p.m~ May 6 in
Keller HaU.~Tickels are SS and Sl~
Thompooo Twlas/Rrllel will be at Popejoy Hall
Tabernacle~

'

... A hysterical
Jlo\ S\Uu• ·
d that

rum ~~re:::-:e hiS·

reco
.f r~re ' and Jello·
t.or;t o
rlest

paT~ series ~brawn
of brainS an B tUsh
between the r
and A.rnertca.ns

May7. Ticket. .re$10.75.
Rash will be at TinJ]ey Coliseum May 7. Tickets
are$13.2S at Giant outlets~
WII)'H Ne..ton/Larq Gatlin A GatUalrothen
Bllld wnl be at Tingley Colistum Mays. T'1Cke15
are S14.75' at Giant autlet.t.
Steele Pllbe will be at tbc P'aol'o Soferi tn Santa
Fe May U. Tickets ateSJ0~7S :atGiantoullets.
James Ne"toll Wf11d Q•lntd will perrorm al the
KIMoThcaterMay 19. TlckersareS7,
L,.rleAIHierson will beat PcpejO)I Hill Mayl9.
Ticketsare$18, $16and Sll.
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ear and eye ca \c
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$8.00 Value Free
CitADEL Rated #1 high security bike lock on
the market today. One year, $350 warranty pays
,
extras like 100% solid MolychrometM alloy,
unique Drill-Guard'• to protect cylinder, and
ultra·light design will make Citadel your first
choice for protection.

"HollY·

liarlY wor • d" star--.. J30ulevar
wvvu
. my'l\lne.
yjng 'Iom .
.. rea."SundaY Father off·
turing D~~~¥'h~~:s Me"
man; a:! A'·n. Arkin
starrin, ""'
-• n
and Andrew nun""' ·

shorts.

A CRill·

:Rew Groovrek•;exol.u. stve
sNetWO
f!.turlng the muos~;
ogresstve rn
~idees on the charts
today.

if the Citadel fails to protect your bike.* And

SPECIAL OFFER. Purchase the Citadel
lock now and get an extra year of coverage
($8.00 Value) · free. Just send this ad in with
your Citadel warranty form.
Hurry, offer expires May 30, 1984

10 a.m.
1o a.m.

- 11 a.m. (M·F}
- 1 a.m. (M-F)

UNM UNION SUBWAY
UNM EDUCATIONAL CABLE CHANNEL

.
'
.
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UNM Athletes Move On
our coffee bean prices
are tbe lowest in
Albuquerque
35 Kinds to choose from

z.z.z $'old s.w.
in Downtown Albuquerque

By Steve Johnson

RECONDITIONED
STEREO EQUIPMENT
hundreds of components in stock
all reconditioned and double checked

60 DAYS LABOR WARRAN'IY
SAVE 112 OR MORE ON NEW PRICES
on clean, high quality equipment
we pay cash or take trades
for your saleable Items,
working or non-working

THE AUDIO CLINIC, INC.
298-7566
Mon.-Sat.

1616 Eubank N.E.
9a.m.-6p.m.
3 blks. North of Constitution

The National Basketball Association and its .seven-month-long season is like a long joke: you wait for
the punch line and hope it's a good
one.
This year's NBA Championship
will certainly be more dramatic than
the Philadelphia 76ers' 4-0 bulldozing over the Los Angeles Lukers last
season mainly because the Lakers
have a healthy James Worthy and
Bob McAdoo, and the 76crs are
already dead, leaving a gaping hole
for a new champion to fill.
In past years, the NBA tournament was just a warm-up for the
three superpowers - the Boston
Celtics, Lakcrs and 76ers. This year
however, the New Jersey Nets iced
the 76crs in the first round.
The Celtics-New York Knicker-

*MILLER HIGH LIFE LEISURE SERVICES*

IPIRTIPAII
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~ UWlVI Spring Lite Bun 1984:::::=:=::::=
VBMMEN

Ul'lMWOMEN
17·13yearll
1. Rhonda Belcher
2. Deniae crockett
3. Chris Frague
14·30yeara
1. Linda Smith
2. Grace Egan
3. Ronnie Defry

68
109
113

21:43.1
24:37.3
26:06.3

28
79
81

10:12.0
22:59.2
23:03.9·

59
105
127

12:44.0
24:17.4
26:41.0

31~1S7yeara

1. Izynn Vrares
2. Debra ColUnB
3. Linda SUe King
311-4B:veara
No women entered
4& yeue and over
1. Lillian Cragha.n

202

31:04.8

OPEN WOMEN
l& :v•u• and UJI.der
1. Janice Burjanek
2. Rhoda Marman
3. Olgl Lopez
l7·13yeara
1. :Megan .Reed
2. Rosemary :Montoya
3. Marl Heera
14•30 :reue
1. Janice Leyba
2. Emily 'Freed
3. Allee vaumstark
31-37 years
1. O!i.ll Scott
2. Pamela. :Hartman
3. Connie Spinks
38..,Byeua
1. Joa.n TrebUcook
2. Judy Ma.ri
3. tole Sprick
48 yeua od over
1. Beverly TaUby

171

26:00.4
26:06.0
28:15.1

97
168
211

23:52.4
29:21.7
31:44.9

83
118
119

23:14.7
25:15.1
25:18.3

136
143

83
117
132

18:53.4
25:17.0
25:48.4

107
131
201

24:26.2
26:46.6
30:55.7

182

29:32.1

17-I:Syeara
1. Shawn Ca
2. ~Kent Jones
3, Nester :Montoya
14-:JOyean
1. :Marlowe Eldridge
2. Sa.ntiBgo TrUJillo
3. George Rutherford
ISl.S'I'yeara
1. Rloha.rd Howell
2. Stewart Nelson
3. DWight Moore
ISII-4IJ'eU'S
1. Bill TrebilCOCk
2. :Martin. :Oovialt
3. Wchael Inglis
o1t1 yeue and over
1. Dick Craghan
2. Don T&Uby
3. Vern Gerhs.rter

1
7
15

16:41.7
17:86.3
19:16.3

3
29
30

16:43.0
20:14.6
20:16.5

14
22
39

19:13.1
19:51.8
20:48.4

13
24

ill

19:
19:87.
24:38.6

16
91
95

19:17.0
23:40.1
23:50.6

6
21
48

17:49.7
19:50.0
21:25.9

18
46
85

19:42.8
21:17.5
22:02.1

bockers, Nets-Milwaukee Bucks,
Dallas Mavericks-Lakers and
Phoenix Suns-Utah Jazz matchups
aie in the midst of the second round.
Favored by many to win it all are
the Celtics. They had the best regular season record, 62-20, and therefore own the home court advantage
throughout the playoffs.
Celtics' forward Larry Bird,
howrver, sprained an ankle in Boston's victory over New York Sunday. If Bird is healthy during the
tournament, the Celts will be a tough
team to topple.
If Bird is not healthy, make way
for the Los Angeles Lakers, winners
of two of the last four NBA Championships. The Lakers are peaking
now. Kareem Abdul Jabbar, the
league's all-time leading scorer, has
recovered from an eye injury and is
in good form.
New Jersey - destroyers of the
76ers- is this year's sleeper team.
They just may progress to the final
round.
Even the Utah Jazz may pull some
suprises in this year's playoffs. They
feature forward Adrian Dantley, the
NBA's leading scorer in 1983-84
with a 30.6 a game average, and
Darrell Griffith, the league's leading
shooter from the three-point range.
The other teams- Dallas, Milwaukee, Phoenix and New Yorkwill have little chance of making it
further than the second round.
The Knick's are too young; their
team is a seedling with sirong roots
but whose only blossom is offensive
dynamo Bernard King. Young
teams tend to run too fast, and consequently make too many turnovers.
New York's youth will prove to be

Lobo pitchers Allison Maney
and Erin Putnam each won two
games. Maney recorded shutouts
in the firSt game of each series,
and Putnam won the second
game against CSU with relief
help from Maney· Maney started
both games on Saturday • but Putnam won the second game when
she relieved Maney with U'm4
trailing 3-0;
Lobo Coach Susan Craig said
she started Maney in the second
game on Saturday because it was.
very cold, and she didn't want
Maney, her ace starter, to cool
down. in case she was needed later in the game. Putnam warmed
up throughout the game and was
ready when Craig called on her.
The second game on Saturday
provided drama and excitement,
Lobo Assistant C.oach Ken Johnson said. UNM started the fifth
inning behind 3-0 and, as Craig
said, "We could have easily
packed it in and headed for someplace warm."
Instead, the Lobos scored two
runs in the fifth, two in the sil'lth
and two in the seventh to seal the
Bears' fate. Kathy .Dyer provided

their downfall.
Joining the Knicks in the ranks of
the "too young" is Dallas. Their
future looks good, however.
Phoenix has talent but is coached
poorly (Suns' head coach John MacLeod uses archaic hand signals to
direct his team).
Milwaukee utilizes war-tom Bob
Lanier at center and the Bucks are
perennial-playoff also-rans.
Predictions:
The Lakers will trek through their
second round series against Dallas
unscathed in four games.
The Jazz will have some close
games but will dispose of Phoenix in
six games.
The Ccltics, Bird or no Bird, will
defeat New York in five games.
Although it will take seven
games, the sleeper team, New
Jersey, will stop the Milwaukee
Bucks.
The 1984 World Champions
will be Boston.
Boston is built and powered by
veterans who know the value of the
fast break. To them, 24 seconds is
not less than a half minute but two
dozen seconds.
Unlike the less physical sports,
such as baseball, archery and golf
where athletes play competitively
into their mid- 40s, each passing
year in the NBA draws a player and
his attributes startlingly closer to
obsolesence. (Give New York a few
years to mature and they will prove
Boston obselete).
In the meantime, Boston and their
seasoned veterans wiU take the NBA
title in seven games over Los
Angeles.

5
10

2
8
17

18:42.3
18:07.7
19:16.5

9
25
36

18:35.2
20:00.8
20:47.7

. .. . . .y

Two University of New Mexico
football players were selected in the
National Football League draft
Tuesday in New York City.
Defensive end Jimmie Carter, a
three-year all-Western Athletic
Conference selection, was picked in
the seventh round by the .Detroit
Lions.
Split end Derwin Williams was
also named in the seventh round and
will be trying to make the New England Patriots when camp opens in
July. New England used the top pick
to select Irving Fryar of Nebraska.

I

179"
2..9.00 HARVARD SLEEP SOFA in high density
foom that's lightweight and durable. It's a 62"
sofa by day that converts to o bed by night.
Choose spice, beige or rust colors in long wearing
fabric. Right for now and for the duration.

We can~ you I'8IICh vour~l.

To be your best, team from the best. At"Powers, you'll
get professional training in the course you chooSe.
• Modeling • Persona! Improvement •Interior Design
• Fashion Merchandising • TV Acting/Drama

4'"1
57
69

21:21.6
21:42.2
22:14.8

. CALLNOW: .
888•2933
and get away from it aU
with a new back pack.
See our selection today!

Across ftotn UNM

2320 Central SE • 268·4876

Will be slsnlns his new book

Beyond the Wall
Wednesday, May 9th

3:00-5:00 p.m.
.ttthe

Living Batch Bookstore
106 Cornell SE.

BOOKS

&GIFTS
AT
. IJ5JI
BOOKSTORE

SINCE 1923

70 SCHOOLS WOALOWIDE

>

1
1

This coupon good for

This coupon good for

1 HOUR FREE!

$75.00

Racquetball, Handball,
Aerobics, or Tennis

~~~~~~~~~~~~.

MOM

~~

r------------------------------------------------------------

~~!!!!!!!!!!~~~!!!!!!!!~ II

non .FORGB.r

Moin level ...
Dial 883-2150

3701 SAN MATEO N.E.

1
I
I

Ed Abbey

a sofa by day
and extra'' bed
at night!

UNM Football
Players Drafted

)

16:44.3
17:26.1
18:52.4

freshman Nancy Rath were named
the tennis team's Most Improved
Players. In volleyball, senior Sandra
Gayton received the Sportsmanship
Award.
During the season, four Lobo
coaches were voted by their peers as
HCAC Coach of the Year, They are:
Helen Hom, tennis; Barb Berry,
golf; .Doug Hoselton, basketball;
and Cindy Schmandt, cross-country.

II

.•

4

Gymnast Lisa Fuller was honored
as a senior, and another senior, Tra.
The women's llthletic department cy Kwiatkowski, received the
of the University of New Mexico Coach's Award. In skiing, junior
held its annual awards banquet at the Kjersti Stenberg received the Lobo
UNM South Golf Course Monday Award while sophomore Karen Curnight. .Director Linda Estes called rie was named Most Improved
the 1983-84 season the most suc- Athlete.
cessful in UNM's history,
Swimmer Cathy Raynis received
"1 know I stood before you last the swim team's Lobo Award, and
year and said the same thing, but both ,iunior Leanne Palmisano ~d .
once again, I'm proud to say it's
true," Estes told the audience of 200
athletes, coaches and staff.
UNM is a member of the High
Country Athletic Conference. The
conference comprises seven
schools: Wyoming, Utah State,
Utah, .New Mexieo State, UNM,
Colorado State and Brigham Young.
Not all schools compete in all
sports. For example, Wyoming and
BYU don't have softball teams. And
in some sports, such as gymnastics,
the Lobos compete on a regional
rather than conference level.
Each team named its most valuable player.. They_ are as follows:
basketball- Yvonne McKinnon,
junior; cross country - Kathy
Pfiefer, junior; gymnasticsAntoinette Gonzales, sophomore.
There were two winners from the
skiteam- alpine, Mia Wahlquist,
sophmore; cross country, Heidi
Sorensen, junior. In swimming, it
was Michelle Leffmgwell, senior; in
tennis - Marl Forbes, junior; and
volleyball- Kim Hicks, senior,
The MVP awards for golf, softball and track and field will be given
out after their seasons are concluded. 1be coaches also gave out
other special awards, depending on
the sport.
In basketball, junior Cathy
Lowther received the Best Defensive Award. Junior Alison Foote
took home the Best Rebounder
Award. In cross country, freshman
Kelly Champagne was named the
Most Improved Runner, while
Carole Roybal, also a freshman, received the Coach's Award.

Kragseth hit .4S4 on S-11 hitting, scored two runs, three
walks, three RBis and was on
base eight times in 14 tries. She
had a two-run home run and a
doubleamongherhits. Sheplayed first base and did not commit
an error in the four games.
Both coaches said the team is
where they want it to be at this
point. Craig said the offense is
improving, and Johnson said the
defense bas been excellent.
The team has committed two
errors in its last six games, often
playing in less than ideal weath·
~r. Craig said it was 40 degrees
Friday in Fort Collins and about
36 and windy in Greeley on
Saturday.
UNM finisl1ed the regular season with a 27-13 record and is
ranked first in its region.

OPEHMEH
18 :vean and UJI.der
1. Steve Schultz
2. Dan Rooney
3. :Oan Heera
17-I:Syeara
1. Karl Garcia
2, Chuck Btiatrunante
3. John MUier
14·30yeua
1. Ruacy Kasupakl
2. Ra.t!d$ Isler
3. LUIS Chavez
31·37 yea:ra
1. Steve Mahler
2. Tony Nava.o
3. Tom Tre.lna
311-48 :r•ar•
1. R!l.y Pabs~
2.Ray Pinto
3. GUber~ Roybal
48 yeua end over
1. Ramon Mondragon
2. Pete Chavez
3. Jaaeer Woosley

By John Moreno

the winning runs with a two-run
home run in the sixth to put UNM
ahead 4-3. Sue Kragseth added a
two-run blast of her own in the
seventh to provide the final
margin.
Kragseth and shortstop Sheila
Blonigan led the way offensively
for the Lobos, each hitting over
.400 for the road·trip. Blonigan
was nominated for HCAC player
of the week.
The Lobo shortstop batted
.461on6-13attheplate. She was
onbaseeightoutofl4timesfora
.S71 average. In addition, she
scored four runs, had two RBis
and stole four bases. She also
played errorless defense in the
four games.
Blonigan has 19 stolen bases
this season, tying the record she
set last year.Johnson said he expects her to break the record at
the conference championships.

The University of New Mexico women's softball team won
its first High Country Athletic
Conference regular season title,
winning four games last
weekend.
Thel..obosbeatColoradoState
Uniyersity twice on Friday, 3·0
and 5·3. On Saturday, the Lobos
beat the University of Northern ·
Colorado, 1-0 and 6-3. UNM's
conference record is 9-1 and will
be seedCd first in the conference
tournament May ll-l2 in Las
Cruces.

Celtics Picked To Take NBA Tourney
By Jim Wiesen

Athletic Awards Granted

Lobos Win HCAC Title
And Playoff Top Seed

uFootball: Brian Adler, Denny Sandal. The ski team competes as
Allen, Dl.\vid Branch, Gary Butler, one team.
The following is a list of Universi- Jimmy Carter, Jim Ceshins, Cary uSoccer: Tom Renfro.
ty of New Mexico athletes who have Clark, Mike Drury, Mark Eastham, uMen's swimming: Gene Dafoe,
either used up their intercollegiate Maurice Gonzales, Ronnie Hunt, Women's swimming: Becky Culeligibility or won't be returning next Michael Johnson, Bill Layden, pepper, Terri Porter and Cathy
Richard Mello, George Morris, Der- Raynis.
year for other reasons:
aMen's track and field: Phil ArmiuMen's baseball: Kelly Blake, win Williams and Joe Young.
Brian Kubala, Tim Trower, Rob aMen's golf; Ron Castillo, Don jo, Ibrahim Kivina, Dwayne Rudd,
Hicks, James Smith. Women's soft· Hurter, Dave Waszak. Women's Mike Servizio and Jeff Turcotte.
ball: Meg Connors, Sue Kragseth. golf: Sarah Hindi, Chris Smith and Women's track and field: Kathy
Pfiefer.
uMen's basketball: Alan Dolens- Debbie Wright.
ky, Nelson Franse, Tim Garrett and
Men's tennis: Joe Rajunas.
Phil Smith. Women's basketball: uMen's gymnastics: Jim Griego,
Steve Hill, Craig Kromi and Peter Women's tennis: Suzanne Kloster.
Dancne Manning Sherwood.
uMen's cross country: Ibrahim Ruffu. Women's gymnastics: Usa aVolleyba\l: Sandra Gayton, ·Kim
Hicks and Terri Nielson.
Hussein, Ibrahim Kivjna and Jeff Fuller.
Turcotte. Women's cross country: uSkiing. Men: Paul Raudenbush. aWresUing: Mike Baker and Brad
Women: Lisa Kimura, Christina Cast.
nobody.

By John Moreno

Summer Student
Memberships

When accompanied by a paying guest.

I
I
I
I

Please call for reservations
one day in advance.

888-4811

888-4811

offer expires June 1, 1984

offer expires June 1, 1984
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Lobos Second in Tennis
By Steve Johnson
The University of New Mexico
women's tennis team finished in
second place Saturday at the High
Country Athletic Conference championship tournament and Lobo Head

Coach Helen Horn was named conference coach-of-the-year.
The second-place finish is the
highest ever for UNM, which Horn
said tmditionally finished third or
fourth in the conference. Brigham
Young University won the title,

FOR THE BREAK
OF
YOUR LIFE! ......
~-

beating UNM 5V2-JV2 in the final
match in Provo, Utah.
UNM, seeded second, defeated
third·seeded Utah 5-4 in the opening
round of the tournament. It was the
third time this season the Lobos beat
the defending HCAC champion
Utes, each time by a 5-4 score.
Brigham Young defe&ted New
Mexico State University, which had
beaten Colorado State University. to
reach the finals and face UNM. '
BYU had beaten the Lobos 9-0 just
days earlier, but in the finals UNM
was ready. Horn said when they lost .
9-0 it was the first time the Lobos
had played indoors and they weren't
confident on the surface. Also, the
lighting caused them problems.

New Mexico Lacrosse Club member, Harry Nye (top photo}, takes a shot on Colorado
Springs goalie Gary Gelstom in Sunday's fihh annual New Mexico Lacrosse Club Classic.
Harry Nye closes in on a couple of Colorado !iprings players in aa eHort to gain control of
the ball (bottom}. New Mexico and Colorado players face-oH at the start of a match (top
right}.
.
Colorado Springs won the round-robin tourn~ment with a 4·0 record while Air Force Prep
finished second with a 2-2. New Mexico tied for third with Western (Denver}. Both teams
PHOTOS BY SCOTT CARAWAY
each won two and lost two.

Coach Horn said she was extremely proud of the players and was
pleased with the way the team pulled
together in the latter part of the
season.

Push it to pop it!
Rock it to lock it!
Break it to make it!
STARTS FRIDAY!
5:30- 7:30- 9:30
5:30 showing
all seats $2.00
UNM student
discount $2.00
with student

J.D.

Lobo
3013 Central NE 285-4759

~0

t.--..

"Tennis is such an individual.
sport that it is sometimes difficult to
play it with the team concept in
mind," Horn said. "We did as well
as we could have this year and the
players never gave up. I'm really
looking forward to next year."
The Lobos had three players
named to the All-Conference team.
Leanne Palmisano and Mari Forbes
were chosen for their singles play
and the doubles team of Palmisano
and Kelly Fackel was also chosen.
The Lobos finish the season with
a 21-14 record and lose only one
player from this year's squad: senior
Susanne Kloster. Horn said she has
begun recruiting but hasn't signed
anyone yet.
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John Samora

Theresa Schreck blasts her way to the High Country Athletic
Conference individual championship Friday as she leads the
University of New Mexico to a 638 team score and a sevenstroke victory over runner-up BYU for the team championship
and a first place finish in the HCAC. Schreck's team mate,
Debbie Wright, finished one stroke behind with a snowshortened two-round total of 158.
With the victory, the Lobos, who were ranked as high as
fourth in the nation earlier in the season •

(a division of the Dean of Stadenu Office)
Whlc:h h•• sei'Ved yoa by:
• clearing your group's activities to use university facilities
• managing the University Ticket Agency and
Student Inrormation Center
• coordinating the annual Parent's Day and Recognition Banquet
• providing Information to you about the campus and organizations
services and activities through the:
• Student Directory
• UNM Pathfinder
• Campus Guide to Chartered
Student Organizations
• Student Organizations Handbook
• Telemessage Phone Service
• Summer Calendar
• Monthly Activity Calendars
•Campus Map
• Lire Skills Workshop Calendars
• Dial Access Information System
• Chartering of student organizations
.... and more - rechartering

CONGRATULATES
WITH BEST WISHES
FOR FUTURE
POSSIBILIDES
THE GRADUATING
CLASS OF 1984!
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University of New Mexico
baseball Coach Vince Cappelli is
''very disappointed" with the
Lobos recent eight-game road
trip.

The Lobos traveled to Hawaii
and San Diego State and only
won two of eight, losing all four
games to the Rainbows and split·
ting with the Aztecs.
"We were in every ballgamc,
but couldn't protect our lends,"
Cappelli said. He said inconsistent piiching and errors cost the
Lobos.
Cappelli said the Lobos are
talented but sometimes don't
play well under pressure. "Some
kids try too hard,'' he said.
"They don't relax enough."
The Lobos, 28·25-1 overall,

are 7-13 in the Western Athletic
Comerence Southern Division.
They close their season Friday
and Saturday with two doubleheaders at the University of
Texas - El Paso. ·
They still have a JRathematical
chance at second place, but must
sweep the Miners, and San Diego
State (10·10 in the WAC) must
lose all four of their games to
conference champ Hawaii.
Cappelli said he ''anticipates a
good weekend" in El Paso. His
starting rotation will be lefthander Kevin Andersh .in game
one, righthander Rod Nichols in
game two and righty Dean Duane
in game three. Either righthander
Chris Romero or lefty Chris Cerny will start the fourth game.
The Lobos • record last year
was 25-41-1, overall, and 5-19 in
the WAC.
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UNM Road Trip Dismal
By John Moreno

THE STUDENT ACTMTIES CENTER

AEROBICS, ETC, for Bodf and Mind

c lub

memh~D ::arc FREI:.

AEROBICS UNUMITED
5..\S.OO Initiation Fee
szo.OO Monthly
""nu \tl•mfu:,...
, .. illl d.:dh h.;~~h.

1d•J rnrih.la.. ~'11>
SZ·t r1H' 1.! ~ b"~'<oi
UOJ fol" J~t 'b .... ,..,

Club

243-9590

ZSOO YllleS.E.Aibu.querque, N.M. 87:1.06

,i
if

I

II

L
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SHOP
Coronado Center
East Mall
Phone (505) 883-5380
Closed Sundays

THE UNCOMMON IMPORT

DOSEQWS
0 CEAVECERIA MCiCTEZUM~. $ A
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H!LVO IIEPAJR, RF.ASONADLE, reliable,
guarameed. Mike. 242"4826.
517
Nt:W AEROBICS CLASSK'l now forming a! the Rio
Grande Yacht and Sporting (-'lub. Spa facilities in·
duded. Call and come In for a free class. 243·9590.
512
TYI'ING!WORD I'ROCESSING. Letter-quali!y
pnnter. Compelitive rates. Eves: 831·5888.
517
1'\'PING (IBM) R!';ASONABLE rates. 843-9137511
HORSEBACK RIDING LF.'iSONS. English and
Wcltern, beginner to advanced, reasonable rates.
Jeanette, 822-8473.
517
TYPING; $1 PER page. 243·5146.
S/2
80 CENTS/PAGE, Degreer.ltypist. 34+3345
5/7
TilE WORI> MILL: Six years prQfesslonal typing,
editing, English MA. Near UNM. 256-0916.
517
PIANO LESSONS: ALL ages, levels. Call Laura
Kramer265·1352.
517
TYPIST: TERM PAPERS eesmee 299·8970.
512
PROFESSIONAl. TYPING. TJIE.'iES. Reports.
IIJM. Campus pickup/delivery. 281·2913.
517
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repair~. 143 Harvard SE. 265-3315.
tfn
SOF r ('O"'TACT U:NSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call-- Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, amm from I.aDelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-477B.
tf~
CONTAL"JS·POUSHING, SOLU'fiONS C.'asey
Optical Company on lomas just wcsl ofWashlnglon.
tfn
A('('URATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traccpticn, stcrilllnlion, nbortfpn. Right To Choose,
tfn
294-01'1.
!'REGNANCY n;STING & CO'Jn>llng. Phnne 2479819.
tfn

WOMAN W/CJULD NEEDS roommate for 2 brdm
Jmuse. $175/m, utilities paid. 242·0694,
512
3 DR APARTMENT, V. blk from campus. Fur·
nishe\1, utilities p~id, 823·2240.
517
STII,L AVAILALDE. PLEASE call again! 3
bedroom house. $133 plus 11 utilities. Close to
campus. Call after 5 p.m. 243·4298.
517
ROOMMATES WANTED TO share 3-bdrm house
alon~ bike trail. Has nice living areas, dishwasher,
wusher/dryer, solarium. Pets OJ(, $150/mo plus 11
ulilities. 884-9522, 277-3859.
5131
H:MALE GRAD STUDENT who Jives In Santa Fe
seeks quiet room to rent (UNM area) Mondays
throujlh Thursdays during first summer session
beginning June 4, Call 982·5239.
517
FEMALE [40 plus] NEEDS home to share. Walking
distance to UNM. 277.4600, 243-6259.
512
fEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDEI>. Summer and
pQssibly fall semesters, Two bedroom apartment.
$145 plus V. Utilities. Call Anne, 266-0183,
517
ROOMMATE SEEKERS: WANT to share housing
costs? Companionship? Check our tiles for a com·
patible roommate. 296-0729.
517
TilE r.:ITADEL: SUP ERn location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 mlnules. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370, All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwash~r and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pels. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
fOR RENT: EFfiCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo,, for one person, $2~0/mo. for 2
pmons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. F11lly
furnished-security Jocks and laundry facilhies. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

Housing

12 SPU, FUJI newest bicycle, the ultimate in sport

})as N ot.icias
WIN A COMPUlf.R tcnnirml! Raine ticket~
m Mechani••ll Engineering Rm 202 until
l·wJny noun. Only $2. Sponucd by Sockty of
Wumcn (nginecr5.
S/2
Tlll':'i'fRAWDI<RRVFJ'.STIVAL- Saturday, May
~. 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Civic Plat.a downtown. Musir,
food, bm. Benefit for Serendipity Duv School. lSSuvltilaol~

n~

~

SIGN H$1' '84 Roduy Theatre 8 p.m. Tickets at
NMRIDOrlite, 266·1073.
S/2

Personals
USA l>. G. THJS is a bit early (laic) but I want~d to
~>ish you a liAPPY B·day anyy,ny. Have a good one.
From littleol' me.
51'1.
!'!ED NED NF:D NEI> NEll NED Nf:tl
lcJVcs loves lo-.:lloves loves loves
JudyJudyJudyJudyJudyJudy.
512
lAllRif: ll ••• -~ HAPPY 21st! Bet you thought I
"'''uld linger; wrll, you've gnt another thing coming.
!ltd I tt•ll vuu that w~~ the hcst llirthday I evrr had?
1hJnk~ fur h•m~< 'u~h u ~writ fmnd 1 Su Amigu,
~/2

ll.itlobr•

l!APPY DIRI'itriA Y, Gf:OR<it~;Oui'PJea~;

,me me 1 v,une'} <illl befurc yuu lea'e town'! ! ,,,e,
ll,[l
~·2
;\i(; Pr.i:iioS: rHAYw!i free number n sull gond •f
'"" thm~ thmc hndh 'on~tttute haling good luck!
lhrth '
512
~<·niT:i:1iiii.,JmVY, Pink, Dennis, Bob, Michael
,urd t ·arne \ ~;anuidnlc i' only aq good as her
.Jalp,lign \\Orkrr,. H "'• I mu~t be lhc best, cause
•. " gu~' ar~! rhank' fur cvcrythiug. I Jove you,
I "'he.
5/2
~HI·:Rkit1m:~·BEH, Jumm? llctween Wendy's
512

htlll'

A~~riiA.: l~'y()ii~~;u;t~,;ur Vnn Halen ii,kets be at
lh~ rnlnrmJIJ·m """'h in the "iiJD, f·riday at 10:10

19~4

t;l
I(i'illt pf:Rsi)s;1rJi;.;,;,~:;-:~h.~ removed a gray
!Jd•C! lu•rn Hor pa,k PI' u !>luc •.t.Jliiln \>a&on Wed;•t'·d~'\ ·~tlo!tl:
Tl1Ut l'd,ugcn;a ja,kr.t has mU\'h
IUimca!,H ~.:J:H' ,., me I v•• ·.rke~t tJ,unsJed hah_i ft,r
·1 ;,\~urmt& l·1f.J'1Hw: .,u .._!'ii'~H:!'t,•:l;"; J doulH duu
t.tllJ .Jrt: dH'l.' v-.,~n~-'
LJn 1 PJrJS.f: return. no
•l'•C .tn•n·· u1kctl Mu~b~
tdp hlll get 'JOUr (•wn
cr>at t nli::!77·7~Z9nr24, 1439. ~---~
1,

I"'"

Services
IUM'(I~~lBU. l NM not:Ml\i(i sluff member
rf•k ·, ~ IHlUII£t Hfl0u•.c·Jilttng'1" po1-it1tm. References
1

I

'"'F,..t:l\_tA_L_ES~u"'·.,.A-N~T"'E"'I>""T"'o=-s-ub~l-et""3:-:-be-:d-ro-.o-m-housc

ror summer. Close to campus. AvatlableMay 13 255-

\l'ft'~~ rh 1 tlltblittn"r,i nlU 1,lCill

gtt.,Up') .--.graduation~.
fl.' .. hJ:"• tJr.tlhiH r~~hi\H. \.\Ct!dtn_gr.• f('i\t:iOOahJe rates.
t r'f ·mtrr u~hlr0\Jih111 ~tmhld 24' 608~. ~4~~~"72.
~ 1

9651, keep trying.
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Jii f:ir"rJ~ '.,m\~;pz,·, ~~~fsi;r.j<at;ll mag;;;,lurplr~s
m,1 tr

rlcrtn, UJ,tJ rup

o~';l>.,

'~.~·1 ·~Jl~c"'l

Jurr.-~;.·n

lhU~. flt,~k't

I..! t'lf_l < .Jlt.

um ..rti~ci"" it ..."'i;--·RI~~!.I!~Bii~

l1n!.i rm,re
~.z

r'Ricro

i·t·L!t l'i ~1·H•,:.'.k. (. l('afl \'.t'Ik free r'StunntCS.
I HH~ft. ~:: Z~; 4~'111

(·au
~,

512

Sllli>ENT'S f'AMII.\' I.OOKJNci tor 3 bedroom
h<mseforrent.C'all247-~028.
5·1
H.MAI.E HOl'SEMATE WANTED to share 4·
bdrm home near campus Rent $101, utilillrs orouml
$~0 monthl)'- f\1ust be ewer 21 yrs., nn ~hilJren, ret·,,
517
or ;mQk~r~. plca!c. (;all Gary, 256·~'46.
ROOMm'> \\'ANTED [COllPLE ok) to share
•r~e~ou, oi,J-stqe hou1e clo\e to l!NM. T~<o
hcJrm•rr.> or bcdwom w. studiO opuun. l urge kit·
.hen, gradou; h'mg rot>m, wood fl·.nn, ~a~cmem.
fncpla(C, huge ~Md \Hth ganlen pc•t~nllal. Pre>Cnl
inhabitant< ate ftm·lo•ing, rndustric•us students
looktng lor 'ame Two pcr1on~; $110 each. One
pcrsun: $11~. Plus lhJ!e ulilities. ~ee 10 appreciate.
<nll243·1439 forapromtment
S '31

i{(it\1-.~-IJltR: {;()j;-(i·(}N~;ift;;;;; f'll 1:1ke
, J·t , ~ l(tt b~l~lC"~ i•rj~ c mav var;, (.H1L1 h ncgorlnh!c.
L<clctcr,.r-, l'h··n~ 2<~ J"'Ril hct\\C:n 8-10 p.m. A~k
lnf

517

YARD SAI.ES; MA\' 4 and 5, 8·5. 1209 and 1213
Quincy NI:. Bike, beds, drapes, clothes, firescreens,
luggage, po<l~rs, antique sewing machine, more. Call
about Gazebo 265·7205.
512
23" CYt'LE; PRO 10-spd. Excellent condition
w 'lock. $115. 888-3699 after7 p.m.
S/2
1976 DATSUN 8210,2 door, good condition. $1800.
883·6967.
5131
t"OUII VAN HAJ,EN ticket~. Thursda~s show. After
5 p.m •• 831·0470.
512
APPLE-CAT MODEM for Apple compUiers
w:soft~<are, $175.243-5873.
517
Tf:CIINlC'S CASSETTE DllX·Ml28X new. Call 7.
4587 or8SJ.6018.
517
'illMMER SPF.CIALl1967 VWVan. Rebuiit engine.
<nil 24'1-4210.
''31
('fJF.AP CAllS 73 Buick, 74 Torino, 78 Datsun. 268·
26~2.
517
'71 \'W Sl:PER beetle. Very dean. Runs great. S1650
or best offer. 256-3610.
sn
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~iihu -~ERVIu; Ahu.Anu; show"n~e. Audio
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'-"" ~rii· \v<liinr;.~;:.;~"7c;,, icrm I'Jpm,
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'I :•rpm~( Clli~I(IC~•I (all29~·6o'X!<i.
5 :11
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Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

!Lir.l[,[ f,~..: l: fl 'l ill t

OLDTOWN

Attention
faculty members

COPIES

Class readers
Lab Manuals
kinko•s ·copiczs ·:~

DOMINO'S II
PIZZA
I
DELIVERSTM II

Hours:
1~ am~

1 am Sun.~Thurs.

i

t!) (e. :1

$ 5.t.1L)
::.vple:1 vn fl«'Ichnzud

2L)

$1.50 Off
Get $1 50 otr any 16 Domrnos P1zta
Limited Delivery Area
Offer good at all Albuquerque 1tore1
One coupon per pizza
Coupon also good lor ctury-oul

I
1 EXPIRES: MAY 12, 1984
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11 am- 2 am Fri. & Sat.

fl '1. l fl t

OPEN
MONDAY· FRIDAY
8AM·9PM
SATURDAY 10AM-4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
A little harder to find but worth it.
277-5031

For Your Students
Summ~r Term 1984

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

I l)

{ncd~tdt::1

31!2¢

FREE.

~.7NE.

m

m~

295"0129.

Travel

HART FOR PRESIDENT Organizalion lleeds
stu<!ems for phone work callins evenings and
weekends, $3,35/hr. Call 888·3710, 265-3837, 8838614 or 884-4314 for more information,
S/7 WE HAVE THE lowest airf11res to Europe! For free
color brocure, write to Campus Travel - Box 11387,
NEED WORK? WALGREENS Juan Tabo and S!.Louis,M063105,
S/31
Montgomery is now hiring. Must be 21. Please apply
NEED
TICKETS
FOR
summer
travel
plans?
Call
an
In person.
S/7
expert travel agent for free assistance! Jennie, 345·
LABORATORY TECHNIQAN PERMANENT 695l,
5/2
half-time.
MS
in
biology
who
lm·
munology/bacteriology experience. Apply Med- LOOKING FOR PERSON{sj interesled in back·
school personnel. 277-6447.
517 packing adventure around world. Will leave winter
1985. Travel 6 mos.-year. Must be self-reliant, ad·
A GREAT WORK·study opportunity. 3-4 positions venturous. Start South Pacilic. Call Larry, 268..0210.
stuning after flnuls working In consmer research,
S/1
voter registration and volunteer organizing with New
RIDE
NEEDED:
CHICAGO/champaign
area
to
Mexico Public Jnlcrest Research Group. Call 277·
27S7 FMJ.
517 arrive 5113. Will share driving and expenses, etc.. on
6111-6/13.247-9091.
517
SKILLED LABORERS - IMMEDIATE short-term A BACKPACK OR is It a sullcase'/ See for yourself at
and long-term posilions for laborers skilled In
Outdoor Store and make vagabonding through
constructon, warehouse, and furniture movins. MuL. The
Europe easier !his summer. New shipmen!, good
have a phone and car. Apply Monday-toridny 9 a.m.-3 selection.
Candelaria and Wyoming,
517
p.m. MnUpower Temporary Services, 3100 Monte
Vista NE. 256-3528.
517
PEACE CORPS HAS 2 yr. volunteer assignments
available in home economics. BAlaS in Home
MEN'S EYE GLASSES found in black case outside
Economics, Nutrition, or Dietetics required plus I yr.
college Spanish. Call277·2961 formorelnfo, 5Vll2 of Sanla Ana dormitory. Check with Campus Police
Lost and Found,
5!2
Sl.'MMER WORK PROGRAM lhtee months, $640
monthly. Plus scholarship Incentives. Phone 266·
7888.
•
5/7
PAR'f·TIME HOURLY wage plus bonus, laking DOGLADY TEACIIES \'OU to train your dog gopd
orders for KZIA Radio gift book - day and evening manners. 255·9421.
S/1
shifts available. Delivery people needed also - apply I CARE FOR children 2 years and younger. 216~ ~
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 1 17 Richmond NE, Suite B or Yale SE. $1 .~Othour part-time or $1.25/hour fl>ll·
call266-9415.
511
time. 266-1135.
5,7
NEED SUMMF.II EMPLOYMENT? We need
OUT-OF-PRINT Search Service. C bamisn
typists, word processors, receplionists, data enlry Booksh(lp, 1602 Cenlral SE.
512
operators, and many other skills for shon and long
BOOKWOilM FINE USEU hardbook books. (jreal
tcnn temporary assignments. For more iurormation
please call Cindy at 262-1871. Not an agency, never a variety. 3023 Central NE, 12 to 6 p.m. Closed
Mondays,
517
fee. Durohill Temps, 1717 Louisiana, NE. Suite 218.
FREE: 4 BLACK/white kittens (beautiful!). $ wk1
5/1
old.Call242·9268.
~'31
NEED •:NGINEERING STUDENT for el~clrical,
WANT TO BUY camper shell for short· bed Dalsun
plumbing, and basic construction work. Call Acorn~
ltuck.25~·8066.
512
PETCemerat268·3392, 321 WyomlngSE.
S/1
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There are many
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,SS9·SSO,SS3/year. Now
hiring, your area, CaJIJ.SOS-687-6000 Ext. R-9786.
discounts available to UNM personnel anJ Students.
Inquire ahou1 affordable and reputable car,
S/31
homeowners, life, and health Insurance. No llressure
AIRUNES t'LIGIIT ATIENDANTS inform~tlon.
or pushy sales pit~h. Ask for John at292..0511 (days
Send Sl and self-addressed stamped envelope to:
and evenings).
5/31
Under and Co., Suite 33411, Decaten, GA 30033.

Lost&Found

517

C inese C ttu·e Cenf)ter

OUTSIDE PATIO NOW Open. Accepting
waner/wail!ess applications. Apply in person. Must
be21. VilladiCapo. 722 CenlraiSW.
St2
CAPABLE SECRETARY NF.EDED for weekends
and some week days (4:30.6:30 p.m.). Well
es~ablished firm. Very pleasant working conditions.
Ex•ellent pay.ldeal forcollcgesludent. Non·smoker.
Sendmumew PO nox94.Albuq, 87103.
512
COUNSELORS NEEI>EI> FOR camp serving
pmons with disabilities. July 9·August 17. Room,
board, salary. Call Cal 888-3811.
$!1
Llt'E GUARDS NEEDED for rommer at CNM
Pools. S3.SO/hr- 40 hour work week. Dates: May
14·.'uly 29. Contact pool manager 277 2$12 or 217·
6181. ASAP.
Sl7
ACTIVISTS EARN SlfiO.SI~Otweek fighting for
liOcial JUllice. tall ACORN, 247·9792 before I p.m.

Tai Chi,
KungFu

I
I
I

®

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

1

I
I
I
I
I
I

75¢ Off
Gel75c off any custom made
Oomtno·s Ptzza and en1oy one
delicrous pizza!

Limited Dellv11ry Area
Offer good lit all Albuquerque atores
One coupon per pizza
Coupon also good lor carry-out

~EXPl:lii
I
I
I
I
I
I

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

•

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
3015 Central N.E.
A1Luqucrque. N.M.
Nm To who Theater
Call 268-7023

~n

r!.'-.Pmti ""i)iii:~l>.u< rhoto>. rimto
r ,·w:,IHJ,2{;~ 1Jl.Jllll .1\rnl;mtM· ~·Jl
H>.r~,\-n'Rtl -PROn.'>SJi.;(J, l~l')r.g rmndi~
:··•Tr· a•r. ,: ~'"'~ .,,,cllmg. rd•lmgllrlr HH~ 92ll
1\r

ENVIORNMENTAL CAMPAIGN OIIGANJZEU.
The League of Conserv~tion Voters, the political arm
of the enviornmental movemem is looking for
commilled artlclate people to staff Its new Alb.
Office, Help beat Ronald Reagan and elect con·
servaUonists to public office, Summer jobs and career
opporlunilies available. I-Iours: 2·10 p.m. Call 268-

MisceUaneous

Inuring. $500 (new- $1150), 200 miles. 10 spd
MoteberaneS12S. 266-7419.
5131
B,C, RICH EU;CTRIC guitar and crate amplifier.
$400 o.b,o. More info call255-7709.
512
BICYCI,ES FOR !>ALE. Schwinn Varsity, Schwinn
Contin~nta, Diand Super Spoil, S50 to $ISO. 1·988·
1959,1·471-1992 cvenir.gs,
512
VAN HAI.EN IIC'KETS. Rea:;onablc. 2nd night.
296·3624 before S p.m.
517
l973 TOVOT A CORONA deluxe S/W, uses oil, AT,
AM: f'M cassette, will trade for electric typ~wriler,
bi•ydc rollers, fitne~s master XC·l, photography
5/2
enlarger or?. $400. John Roddy, 265..0104.
1981 PALOMINO TENT trailer. Sleeps 4·5.
hcellent condition. $23$0 or best offer. 88 l-3525.

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share one bedroom
condQ available now. Pool, jacu1.zi, cable. phone,
lurmshcd, nc~r UNM. $180 includes utilities. 242·
7010
517
WAI.K TO UNl\1. l.arge, clean, 2 bdrm. $320/mo.
gw;, !urn s,mv nCi pels !lt chilllren. Call 293·1070
after 5 p.m. weekdays,
~11
-"iEU> I:O.fMWJATi;y;-"·soNSMOKING non<lrtJI!gng, no pet person 10 share ' h• hous~ near
t TNM. $1.50 plus Utilities. 5120 SfJ <all Steve 255·
1'77 orlca1·emes~age.
~ill
ROOMS fOil RENT. N1•e SE house.ldtal for s1ngle
mother with older child or artrst who needs studio.
Call255·1773 for info. Keep trying.
512
ROOMMATl~ ~EEDED. MAI.E/fcrnnle. l:mvmity
a-rca. C:urpeted, m2ny con>ient appliances, furn11hcd,
ulilitimnduded. SI6S. W247 2111, H242-3279.

5•2

.t~..ulahk.

For Sale

PAilT·TIME JOB afternoons and evening, Must be
21 years old, Must be able lo worlr Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply In person, no phon~ calls
please. Saveway liquor store at 5704 Lomas Blvd,
NE.
517
TUOUSANDS OF JOBS: We can Instantly expose
your resume lo thousands of employers throujlhout
lhe U.S. and the world through our computerized
employment data-bank. ARS, 9301 Indian School

Employment

================-~====-=======··
ACROSS
1 Milk: Pret.
5 Femmes
10 Neat
14 Cupid
15German
president
16 Function
17 Cetus star
18 Comely
20Water:
2wds.
22 Weakest
23 Peel
24 Semester
25 "Your
health!"
28 Overlaid
32Tree
33 Fruit
35 Esne
36 Mr. Sharif
38 Love
best ower
40 Rebuff: Scot.
41 Jogs
43 Lord
Wimsey
45 Actor
Wallach
46 Curter
48 Most painful

50 Come to
earth
51 Coin
52 Essences
55 Garden
shrub
59 Investigated:
2wds.
61 Great Lake
62 Legend
63 Grounds
64 Take it easy
65 Went quickly
66 On a limb
67 Coaster
DOWN
1 Holy man ,
2 Amongst
3 Gazelle
4 Trudges
5 Left
6 Poplar
7 Simple
8 Vetch
9 Purloined
10 Confines
11 Garment
12 Diseases
13 Confront
19 Nostrils
21 Canvas

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

'ARIPU

N , • • 0 ME
UTAH
PRAY
PENETRATE

PRIOE
E
EO

9"~~iiR71i.RAIDED
.BA I L.GENTR L 0 S E R. G E IN E S
RA TS
I L
A R RIE 1ST
LfA 1010 . E p 0 DE .All DE
P A[R E D
EfT E.PR OD
SERIGE.RESTOFlll
-LAST.PONE

•s

"

D A C T

•~:.g

OVEREAJ!!.~~

IT I M E I~£;!.!.
S L I D

l:_ ~t!.&

24 Credo
25 Water bodies
26 Spanish
name
27 Giraffe's kin
28 Elector
29 Hindu
princess
30 Bad things
31 Charge
34 Was sad
37 Subbed for
39 Fought

•o

r·I!I ...J. '

ELATE
R E v E L
S T A RT

42 Flash
44 N.Y. city
47 Ant or bee
49 Mutineers
51 Wet
52 Hormone
53 Asian
54 Distant: Pref.
55 Scoundrel
56 USSR river
57 Extent
58 lend an ear
60 Patriotic gp.

._

